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RIDE

nomic Enterp
s. Youth Pride
Inc. deals with t
problems of
educating and employing hard
core youth from the Black community. Youth Pride is federal ly funded and has such programs
as Project Reach, a drug control program, and the community clean-up program. Also members of Youth Pride are eligible
. for courses in math, English and
goven1ment in.order to receive
their high s ch()oJ OE:> diplom~..
Pride Economic Enterprise,
the business arm of the organization, is not funded by the government
and
has reached
.stages of bankruptcy.
Executive Director Marion
Barry · had this to say about
the organization's difficulties~
"Basically w·~'ve run Into problems because wearetrytngtodo
several· different things. We have
placed hard co1·e dudes 1n positions of trust. Some could handle
it, but for some it was too
soon.''
He continued, "At times, we
have had to hire three men just
to check on one man. The kinds
of businesses we are involved
in are not the best businesses
in the world in terms of immGdiate profit. These businesses
include landscaping, printing,
rn:lintenance, ho:.tsing units in
S.E. and service static.as.''
Pride is also faced with inadequate accounting services.

.....
Cookie Photo

Marion 83rry. director of Pride
Recently plaguf.ld by financial
difficulties, Pride Inc. recei"'.ed
almost $43, 000 of a $50, 000 goal,
1n do:iations last week-end as
the hustlers, the toms, the
workers, WOL radio station and
Howard students pitched 1n to pull
P ride out of its economic slump.
Pride is a community oriented
organization that employs Black
youth and develops Black businesses in w attempt to bring
about economic Independence.
13asically P1ide has two arms,
Youth Pride Inc. and Pricle Eco-

Barr y has tried to find Black
men to do the job, but the competent Black accountants are constantly being whisked away lnto
white corporations wh~re they
can make me·re money. Barry is
also investigating the possibility
of using business and accounting
students from Howar d 1n internships and possibly urging them
to continue to work with community businesses after graduation.
Still another problem has been
the people themselves. At times
Pride attendants give away free
accessories at their stations and
people of the community have
tried to• use stolen credit cards
at the stations.
At two stations, one at 14th
and Euclid N, w. and the other
at Georgia Ave. and Quincy St,
N \V. the $2.00 an hour starting salary for atte11d~nts ls better
than average. However, "The
responsibility has just not been
assumed," Barry said.
"In Pride I thought we w~re doing something relevant to the
community," said Barry. "A lot
of Blacks are now banding to-
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Bobby Bennett of WOL accepts a donation for Pride. Cookie Photo
gether as a people rather than
Students from Howard Unias individuals. I feel there's a
varsity's Pan-Hellenic Council
need, It's my responsibility and
worked free at the two Pride gas
everyone else's who has skill
stations all day Saturday and
and expertise in certain fields
Sunday in response to Pride's
to help out the less fortunate
plea to Howard University for
brothers no matter how difficult
help. The council, which conlt is and no matter how much
ststs of members from all the
they seem like they don't want
campus' Greek organizations,
to be helped. Because their future
pumped
gas,
changed . oil,
is ours, our destiny ls bound to
repaired tires and washed wintheirs.,,
dows.
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Local Muslim leader reveals

religious

concepts, plans·
By Larry Co!ema n

••

•

~~--Lonnie ShabazL.
The real nation builders do not
..,ear red, black, and reen, e:-.tol
the virtues of ~lalcolm, or stand
vn the street corners of lhis
~and screa1n1ng "we ar e revolutionary." Becauee of this they
ha\ l verv l:tt• e
comm,:rci1l
value; ~tt lelst insofar, as
white folks are ('Onrernecl.
Ai;:

m:\tle1 0! f:it·t , as f:i r

as rn dern ethics arn.l \' .llues ar0
r.oncer.1ed lb(·:. do fC\\' thin' s
that one could classify as hip
or bad; unless, of cour se, one
calls Black folks buyin; farmf.,
building factories, educating
their own, acquiring technical
skills, and doing for self being
hip. The real nation builders
are quiet, efficient, mannerable,
and well disciplined. They have
but one mission, that mission ~
to build a Black nation. And that
they are doing••• quietly. ·

Lonnie Shabazz, Minister of
Muhammad's Mosque No. 4, is
a\ Black man who walks in the
way of truth. "Heavy" ts not
the word to describe LonnieShabazz; the term is too mild. Let
his record speak for itself. He
graduated · from Dunbar high
school, here in the District, in
1945. Three 1ears later, in 1948,
he wo.s gr aduating fro m LinC"oln
Univ !> r >ity (Penn.) s::i.Iutatorian of
his clo..:>s carrying a double major of '.\lathematics anu Chemistry, and a double minor of
Fr ench and Physics . He r~eived
his l\Iasters degree fro111 the
'.\Iassachusetts Institute 01 Teci.nolog) (:\l.I.T.) in 1951. And he
rt'•~eived his Ph.D. in :\latl!ematics from Cornell Universit>
in l 9S5 after m.1joring in malhem::itical aral> sis.
For a number of years,
l\linister Shal>nzz w'lS a l\Tarxist.
His proper nom~nc lature w·1s
" diaectical materialist". au•
then one day l'l September, l 96i),
::\linister Sh:tb:izz hear d the
truths of the Honorable Elijah
Muhammad, as spoken by the
Honorable Elihah Muhamr11::!,
and according to M~ister Shabazz his Marxism was negated
by Islam.
As a point or departure, I ask~
the brother, given the presence
of certain negative forces present and growing in this coun..

" It' s agas.

try ::igninst oppressed people,
"what lie-; :.i.head for the Black
.11.m in '\1,H? rica?"
He responded, "Hartl times
ll'e ahe ,J for the Black man
, J 10 1s not a foll o\ve r of thC'
!Jon. EliJah ,\tuhamr1 .•n." He con~
tinued, ' 1 \V0 nll Hr c going to
catch hell, L;.1t those who do Pot
follow ~he leaclw1_5 of the Hv,1,
lijah 'I•iha mmad
going t o
atch moi. (; hell. He
•1t on to
·ite how .\lesse14ge1 N1uhammod
'"as· the onl:y leadf·r on the scene
today with enough foresight to
make the attempt to feed our
people. ~1inister Shabazz says
"We have been prepared for the
coming of famjne and pestilence
•...There will be times when
there will not be enough to eat,
so he has taught us to fast."
On the question of proper foods,
the brother said of collard
greens, 11they are a weed-food for
animals, not tor humans." I then
asked the brother, 1f as he says
I

Dasent Photo

they have been prepared for the
coming of fan1ine and pestilence,
would not a knowledge of how to
eat weeds so that they may nourish our bodies prove to be an
asset rather than a liability?
He responded, ''Under certain
conditions we would eat grass
and the bark off cf trees in
order to survive. But under no
circumstances would v:e eat
pork.''
Anyone who has been present
after the close of a ~luslim
school would be willing to agr ee
that the spectacle that one will
witness is contrary to all definitions of what a closed school
sh o u 1d look or should like.
The students are not running
helter-skeltei;, fighting, cursing,
or doing any of those other things
that one would be Inclined to
think students, particularly young
students, naturally do.
Minister Shabazz takes great
pride in talking about Muslim

schools. The University of Islam
here in D.C. has over 300 students. Classes for girls take
place the first half of the day;'
~1asse.; for boys lake place the
seconJ half of the day. One hour
in '.\luslim schools ls , accord!..
ing to l'vllnister Shabazz, equiva- ·
lent to five,<lays in public schools.
Between • ~Juslim schools and
public schools "There is no comparison. II says MlnisterShabazz.
Thir d grade students, for example, s tudy Arabic, _Spanish.
and algebra, not to mention history and tbe remainder of the
three r's.
I raised reluctantly the issue
of Malcolm. This topic has often
been the source of some very
heated anti often violent debates.
So when I raised the issue I
did so with extreme caution and
meticulous
care.
"Shabazz
stated, "Malcolm was the worst
(Continued on Page 3)
• •
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D .C. P roi ect
Any student wishing to apply
for participation in the Washington, D.C. Project or who ls
seeking turtherlnforntlion, contact:
••
Gary Ayers, HUSA Otttce
Room 324 Student Center ;
Phone: 387-7297 Ont ~97-6100,
ext. 761.
• '·
~

Christmas buses
Zeta Phi Chapter of Alpha
Phi Omega National Service Fraternity is again sponsoring its
Christmas bus t ranservice.
The buses . will go to New
York and Philadelphia. Roundtrip tickets are- - New York:
$13.00 and Philadelphia: $7.00.
As the number of people per bus
determines whether or not the
buses go, once a ticket is purchased no refunds may be re-·
quested by the purchaser.
The buses will ·'leave at 4
o'clock p.m . on Frlday December 18, 1970'from Foanders Libr ary. The buses will return
from their espective cities on
Sunday, January 3, 1971 at· 7
o'clock
p.m.
to Founders
Library.
Tickets will be on sale Thursday, December 10, 1970 to Tuesday, December 15, 1970, ONI_,Y,
from 10 o'clock a.m. to 4 o'clock
p.m. in the ticket window of the
Student Center at Howard University.
For further information or assistance, please call 797-2188
or 483-2891,

•

Foreign .students
I eaving USA
If you are in a nonim migrant

"F - " student status ... and plan
to leave the United States during
the Christmas and New Years
holiday recess, please remember that you will need a valid
Certificate of Eligibility (U.S.
Govt. Form I-20) from Howard
University as well as a valid
passport and valid · vi~a. Since
there ls normally a large number
of requests for these documents,
please remember that now ls the
time to sign up for the I- 20 Form.
The sign-up sheet ls available
at the coWlter in the Office oi
Foreign Student Service, 2nd
floor, Admin. Building. If you
have any questions about your
travel documents, see one of the
advisers. Please remember that
there is a limit to the number
of EMERGENCY forms that can
be processed on a last- minute
basts.

-

Upward bound
tutors
Volunteer math and science
tutors are needed for the Trinity

College UPWARD BOUND program. Information: Telephone
Joe Clair, 269-2389.

Chess
club
-

If anyone is interested IQ learning how to play chess, or would
like to improve their game,
please attend our "teach-and
lear" , session. They are held
in Room 110 in the Student Center on Tuesdays, from 12:0012: 30 p.m. and on Fridays from
1:00-2:30.

Breakfast
program

The Sasa House will have a
fund- raising party at 936 P St.
N.W. on Saturday, Dec. 12 at
10:00 p.m. $1.00 BYOL. Dancing,
free refreshments, jazz and blues

room.

llack unity ma11
Sunday, December 13, at the
Parish Church of Holy Comforter St. Cyprian, Brothers and
Sisters wlll join together to celebrate our Blackness in an A!roAmerican liturgy. Everyone ls
welcome. The Mass will begin at

11:00 a..m. Sunday. The Church
ls at 14th and East Capitol
Streets.
More Inform: 234-0983

Yearbooks
Students, arid others, who want
to purchase a copy of the 1971
Yearbook can do so in the Office of Student Life weekdays
until December 23. The price ls
$12.00 in advance. Seniors do
not have to pay for their copy.
Hurry!

WT.FAA
The Washington Task Forceon
African Affairs will hold a panel
discussion tomorrow from 2:005:00 p.m. at Federal City College, 425 2nd St. N.W. The discussion topic will be "The Difficulty of the Communications
Media; Imagery in the Black
World.'' Panelists will inclµde
persons from each of the four
local stations.
•

.

i

If Gene

Timothy Dwight and the Afromerican
Studies Program of
Yale University invite you to
join us at THE CHUBB CONFERENCE ON THE BLACK WOMAN
to be held December 12-13 at
Strathcona Auditorium, Grove &
Prospect Str eets, New Haven,
Connecticut. Speakers: Maya Angelou, John Henrik Clarke, Shlr- .
ley Graham DuBois, and Gwendolyn Brooks. No registration
fee. Information telephone: (203)~
436-8371.

Make a woman,
piece by piece.
Black and beautiful Angeline proves
she has nothing to hide in our tantalizing, full-length jig-saw puzzle
(1 1V4 x 16V2 ). 28 pieces that tease
and please in life-like color. Gift
idea: Send her to a friend in our
"mystery box." Imagine his surprise
when he gets her altogether! (Xmas
delivery or money back.) Great for
parties. " EveryboQy gets a piece."
Tell us where to send her by printing
name and address on back of check
or money order for $3.25. Adults
ohly. Mall to: Fun City Enterprises,
Sedgemoor, Lake Mohegan, N. Y.
,£)
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electric car?

Conference on
the Black woman

•

Still, one_ migh t expect Elec-Trak
General Electric is marketing a
to be the forerunner bf a pollution14-horsepower rechargeable electri c
free automobi le. Perhaps it is. But
tractor capable of speeds up to 7
there are many crucial problems left
mi les an hour.
to be solved.
We think it's a remarkable
The most important on·e, of
innovation. But an electri c car it's not.
cou rse, is the development of a
As a garden tractor for home
use, Elec-Trak T can take advantage of , substantially better electric battery.
Any car built today would be severely
characteristics that would be distinct
limited in range and performance-.
disadvantages in an electric car.
<1nd probably prohibitively expensive.
The availability of fuel is no
General Electric is making
problem for Elec-Trak . It's designed
rrogress on new batteri es, but there's
tor limited use near electrified
a long way yet tq go.
~ t ructures, making overnight
We've experimented with zinc·
recharging possible.
ai r b<1t1eries. Sodium-sulfur batteries.
The heavy weight of the
Silver-zinc batteries. Lithium·
battery, whi,ch would slow down a
halogen batteries. And others. There
car, means greater aprlied traction
are problems with all of theri1 .
for Elec-Trak.
Problem s of life- span, cost,
Becau se Elec-Trak n1ust travel
pra c t icalit y~
.1 1 slow sreeds to do its jobs, there
Despite the problems, General
ilre no aerodynamic energy losses to
Electri c scientists and engineers are
take into consideration .
working for the breakthrough that
•
\viii make electric cars possible.
Maybe the breakthrough is
closer than we think. But we'll

GENERAL

continue to work and leave the
•
p redictions to someone
else.
·

Why are we running this ad?

We' re running this ad, and
others like it, to tell you the things
General Electric is doing to solve
the problems of m'an and his
environment today.
The problems concern us
because they concern you. We're a
business and you are potential
customers and employees.
.But there's another, more ·
importan t reason. These problems
will affect the fu ture of this country
and this planet. We have a stake in
that future. As businessmen. And,
simply, as people.
We invite your comments.
Please write to General Electric,
570 Lexington Ave ., New York, N .Y.
10022.
,

t
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The 11 Alabama 86" have not
finished with the work of helping Black people since their trip
to Alabama but are using that
trip as a stepping stone to be. come involved in more community activities.
In the future the group plans
to bring fifteen of the candidates
who are ,running for the D.C.
Congressional delegate to speak
at Howard about their platforms.
Howard students and people from
the community will be invited.
On Dec. 12, members of the
"86" will be posted downtown
and in other shopping areas to
raise money for Pride Inc. which
has run into financial difficulties. Pride needs $50,000 to keep
from going bankrupt and the
1
' Alabama
86" hopes to raise
between $2000-3000 to aid Pride,

10547. •

Another· iam

A free breakfast program is:
being started for area children.
All interested persons in helping
call 232- 7404 and ask for Glen.

Alabama 86

•

December 11, 1970

--
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Fuller views education

D.C.
--

By Ernestine Stripli n g

Howard Fuller

•

"How in the world does English
Li~rature relate to our people?
How· does Shakespear e help in
the revolutioh? Any fool knows
that when you go over to your
lady's house, you're not standing under her window bellowing, 'Willie Ann, Willie Ann,
Where are you?' Instead you're
asking, 'When does everyone go
to bed in this house?' "
In a fiery, determined voice,
Howard Fuller, 29- year- old chief
administrator of \Ialcolm X
Liberation University, looked out
at a mixed audience of students,
teachers, and D.C residents and
denounced the educational system
as it is tOday. Fuller spoke
Thursday night in the third of
the Gilbert Ne:il lectures sponsored by the Graduate Student
Council.

. ,.

Analyzing the relevancy of
psychology to Blacks, he stated,
"A man named Broyhill pushed
three mental health programs
and.1 whites are setting up little
mental health centers in Black
communities. So when Black
people sit in class and pick
their noses, they tell us that's
masturbation. Some of us a re
majoring in psychology so we
can help with the mental health
progr am."
'.'Black education" , he said,
"must teach us that we are
African people, that we are united
with Africans because of our
common oppression. We must
study medicine, physics, AfroAmerican studies, chemistry,
engineering, architecture, business, education, and sociology. "
Raising his voice he asked,
"Are we going to have institutions where the faculty gr ades
according to how many times
you visit their office, where they
come in with their pay-checks
and say, " I got mine, you get
yours ?"
He also stated that Black students should see white instructors for what they are. "White
instructors ," he said, tell their
Black students, "It's alright to
be Black but aren't we all human?"
To. this Fuller com mented,
" We are the humane people in
the world. They conquered us ):>ecause when they came to Africa
we wer e so humane that we
said, 'Come out of your caves
and conquer our civilization.' ·'
"\Ve fall to believe", he continued,'' that white folks do not
think of us as human. We fail
to believe that white folks have
always defined us as things,
things to cool things when other
things get hot.''

Mrs. Du Bois
"This is the ara of liberation! ''
"This is the era of liberation and
peoples everywhere ar e risJng to
liberate themselves ftom the
enemy"
The speaker was '.\lrs. Sltirley
Graham DuBois, noted author,
world traveler and wife of or:
W. E . B. Du Bois . Before an audience of nearly 700 at Cramton
Auditori um, this past Tuesday
night, Mrs. Du Bois presented
a scorching and in,formativc commentary on Afrlfa, the ~\ Tlddle
East and the Wesler World.
This commentary which tooK
the fo rm of a lesson in African
history vis -a-vis the European
world stressed the importance of
Afr ican unity and told of how
the Western imperialist powers
have constantly attempted to
divide or make great distinctions between Africa south and
north of the Sahara. Mr s . DuBois spoke of how Africans from
the northern and western part
of the continent had united during the seventh, eighth, and ninth
centuries to drive the Romans ~
out of Africa.
She then cited the United N.ations delaration proclaiming 1960
"The Year of Africa" and she
also recalled the first African
Summit Conference in 1963 and
what she termed the " glowing,··
naive, and stupid words" for
further progress which were
spoken at the Conference. She

Grad.exams
I

The Gr aduate Record Examination includes an Aptitude
Test of general scholastic ability and Advanced Tests measuring achieve.ment in 20 major
fields of study, Full details and
regfstration forms tor the GRE
are contained in the 1970-71
GRE Information Bul1et1n.·This
booklet may be available on your
campus or may be ordered from:
Educational Testing Service, Box
955, Princeton, New Jersey
08540; Educational Testing Service, 1947 Ce nter Street:
Berkeley, CalUornia 94704; Educational Testing Service, 960
Grove Street, Evanston, Illinois
60201.

Keeping in mind that education shapes people's values, attitudes, and ideas, he said, "We
are moving today to say we want
to be free but we still have
dark-white values. Like talking
revolutionary nonsense through
marijuana smoke and saying the
reason I get high is so I can
reach down into my being and
bring out all that's there. Like
brothers who run deep revolutionary during the day and become staunch integrationists at
night."
What does all this mean as far
as education is concerned? According to Fuller 1t means that
the educational system today has
not and· will not operate for
Afric~ people.
"WM'°at I am suggesting", he
stated, "is an education that will
be difficult to swallow because
it means acquiring new values.
We are Africans and being Africans we must act in the interest of Africans." He continued. "This means gol.og
against whites and their values.
Then and only then will educan act as a tool in the llbertion of African people. "
After this enlightening lecture,
a anel discussion followed featuring Dr. Hugh Scott, Superintendent of District Schools; Dr.
Andress Taylor, Associate Director of Education Federal City
College; Mr. Dick Jones, Chairman, Concerned Citizens of Cardozo; and ii.Ir. Richard Garvin,
Commwllty Services, Rutgers
University. Although their comments differed in degree, they
:i.11 agreed with Fuller. The program ended with an ancient cerernonr in which a young African
presented Fuller with one dime
and three African names from
which to choose.

Ronald Freeman '

explained this terminology when
she pointed out that any independence which is granted with
the help ~d aid of the for mer
master '·is a pretty shaky independence. " "Africa did have the
power to protect herself from
the European powers and they
came back from every direction .. , She s tated. ri1r s . DuBois
had begun her addr ess by saying, ''I can only say that I'm
extremely happy to be here. When
I come to Howard University, I
am coming back to Howard University. The campus is new and
you young students have no idea
how it was twenty years ago. I
congratulate you for being here".
I've been away for almost ten
years yet for these few weeks
I 've been pr ivileged to travel,
to meet with different bodies
in · difterent communities and I
want to tell you that there has
been some changes made in these
ten years !"
"l have during these ten years
visited almost every place in
.Africa, have spent long times
in the Peoples Republic of China
and now live in Egypt. You know,
every place I've gone I haven't
really been a stranger. I have
felt at home with the people
largely because those people have
felt the same pain that I feel.
In most of these places they
too have felt the scourge of
racial discrimination. And so
they didn't look upon me as a
stranger, they welcomed me as
a sister!"
Blacks are beginning to reach
out and to see the world, the
whole world and for this reason,
claimed Mrs. Du Bois, W.E.B.
would have been proud." She
minced no words in castigating the plunderers who have
grown fat and sleek, dominant
and powerful off of Africa, "They
love our African sushine... our
diamonds.... our copper (but) they
do not love M.rtcans".
In 1900 Dr. Du Bois wrote:
"The problem of the twentieth
century 1s the problem of the
color line". "It must be noted",
emphasized Mrs. Du Bois, "that
he was speaking not of America but of the world!". With this
said she traced a history of

'

By Betheye Powell

str.esse~'Liberation'

By Regis Lake

Southeast Project
•
•
organizes. com mun1ty

international racist injustice beginning with the South African
Act of Union (1909) and the Belfour 'beclaration (1917), It was
at the tum of the century that
self-fnterest and empire building by both Great Britain and
the United States gained firm support from the white world. Therefore, within the past gener ation,
this same white world backed by
the United Nations and International Law fused to establish
the State of Israel. But times
have changed and "this type of
wide-open imperialistic take over
ls no longer possible today for
the imperialists have found themselves confronted with the aftermath. 1'
With her remarkable memory
for dates and details lVlr s. · Du
Bois related inciden\.s which led
to the liberation of Libya . and
explained why she called this
"My favorite revolutien" . Speaking of the few sol<liers who spearheaded the takeover she said:"
They're my favorite because they
didn't talk; they didn't say a
word. They just ACTED!"
"Aggr ession is aggression
wherever and whenever it is
practiced. And aggression is not
forgotten. People do not forget
•••their children will not forget.''
"Peace?" " Yes, we all want
pace but we want peace with

(Continued on Page 8)

"The Southeast Project is a
commWlity based organization
that seeks to deal first-hand with
the problems within the community and attempts to eliminate
them one by one." stated John
Wynn, director of the project.
The program was set up dnring
the summer to eliminate ~uch
problems as discipline in~the
public sc_h ools, juvenile delinquency, parent teacher, relationships, and health education.
At the core of the project is the
Planning and Organization Station at 601 Virginia Ave., .s. E.
The station ls where the community residents and Howard
University
student volunteers
come together to discuss some
pressing problems and make
plans to eliminate them .
According to Wynn, the Southeast Project is seeking to organize the community, to educate
the residents to the problems
that face them, and to help them
to solve these problems. From '
the Planning and Or ganization
Station discussions, programs
such as the Teen Center, the
Parent f>ction Discipline Group,
and the Health House have emerged, The programs have been
ve r y effective in edu~ating the
community and in solving its
problems. The tasks of .these
progr ams are carried out by
adults, junior and senior high
school students from the community, and Howard University
students, mostly volunteers.
The Teen Center, located at
901 5th St., s. E. (basement),
was set up as a "club type thing."
The center was created to deal
with the problems of juvenile delinquency, especially
student
runs in with the police, and student discipline. The center now
has about 100 m embe ~ and three
Youth Development Counselors.
The Teen Center offers suchservices as counseling, tutoring, and
recreation. Its main function is
to keep the children off the
streets. The center is open five
days a week from 5:00 p.m.
to 10:00 p.m. and on some weekends, Counseling and certain activities ar e for members only
and the me mbers decide what
activities they want.
By presenting the parents to
the teachers and the teachers
to the parents , tne Parent Action
Discipline Gr oup is closing the
gap between the home and the
school. It was very successful
in solving the disciplinary problems in the schools ..For example,
at Gidding Elementar y School,
wynn sald, teachers were quitting because the children were so
badly in need of disciplinl'). A few
parents were persuaded to go to
the school to witness the conduct
of the children. These par ents
helped convince other ·parents
to work to discipline their children. The parent-to-parent discussions included suggestions on
how to handle children and how
to obtain needed legal aid for
delinquents. As ~l.lesult of the
action taken by th~ group, the
children have shown improvement in their behavior and in
their studies.
"The mission of the Health
House is to help the members
of the Community understand life
and health and to change their
attitudes toward health," Wynn
said. The Community is to be
educated
through counseling,

several lecture series, and other
ccmmunity based activities .
Wynn said that the main function, after the development of
mass understanding, is to make
}\nown to the r esidents the available health services.
Behind the whole thing is the
idea that .University, s tudents
should have experience and a
chance to appt.y acquired skills
before going into their careers
so that they can be more effective Black leaders." The project
will also help close the communications gap .between Howard
and the commWlity.

Islam
<Continued from Page

hypocrite that we ever experienced." Shabazz went on to say
that Islam found him, stood him
up, and made it possible for
him to stand before learned men
and women, and with t~is knowledge that he had acquired from
the Hon. Elihah Muhammad,
knock them all down. But it
seems that when Malcolm submitted before Muhammad, he did
not totally submit. Soon his latent
resistance surfaced in the form
of an open defiance of Elijah
Muhammad's edict which forbade
discussion of any fashion on the
death of John Kennedy. This resulted in ':alcolm's suspension
from the ~ation of Islam. Alter
the ban on Malcolm's speaking
as a representative of the Nation of Islam was also lowered,
.;\1alcolm deviated from the
source responsible for the winds
in his sails and entered a hostile
and uncharted sea which ultimately led to hi~ death. Shabazz states "One cannot cling
to a fallen star" . Accor ding to
Shabazz, the white man througl)
the use of l\1:i.lcolrr. is "Trying
to divert the Black man fro~
the source of our s~vation . Shabazz says, " the white man gave
Malcolm honor in death but no
honor in life." As a final note1
l\1in. Shabazz adds "The Hon.
Elijafl ~1uhammacl is a divine
teacher, and a divine teacher cannot be excelled by a stud ent. '~

..

)Concert .ban
'
The establishment of an :id
' noc comm ittee to dr aft guidelines an·d procedures for public
dances and regular concerts on
campus was announced by the
Office of the Vice President fo
Student Affairs.
•

1

1

It is suggested that the com-

mittee be charge with responsi•
bility for ;malyzing
the conditions surrounding the scheduling
of popular concerts and public
dances on campus and developing guidelines and procedures
designed to improve conditions
relating to the safety and secur.ity of all personnel and facilities
involved, The
committee· should.. consider all facets
of sueh programs.

John Wynn , Director of the Southeast Project, talks with members of the ''Teen Center."
;
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WOMB . plans activities

.,,

By Suzanne Cooke

A lack of commitment on the
part of Howard women and an
acute shortage of operating funds
were cited as the major problems confronting Howard University's Black women's org::mization, W~r...1B, at the gr oup's
meeting last Thursday night at
Meridian Hill.
According to the Executive Council, a membership drive
will be getting under way in the
near future. All interested
brothers were also invited to
participate in W0~1B; however,
no membership cards will be
issued to men since WOMB is
primarily a women's organization.
The Council reported plans to
become involved in a community- run youth center located in the
2100 block of 10th Street, N w
The center provides recreatl~nai
activities for area youth as well
as courses in sewing and cooking for interested adults.
In addition to a day-care center, WOMB hopes to establish a
lunch program once facllities
become available. If WOMB is
able to put their plans into effect, the day-care program will
run dally from 9:00 to 3:00 p.m.
A tutorial service will be Of-
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By Larry Coleman

and-dagger type bombing inv.olvcause tne explosion/tire? To purBlack people should take very
sue this point further assume - Ing Black peo.:;>lej From such a
careful note-bf the recent exploy, hopefully, the american
for ins~ce that-ther~was an
plosion/fire at the Humble 011
(white) public would again close
refinery in Linden, New Jersey. ~rror that brought on this exranks, submerge their.. dllfer.:..
plosion/ fire. Why would the auI say explosion/ti.re. becausethe
ences, and deliver up from
only thing- -definite about this
thorities seek to cast •sabotage'
amongst, them the Black fiends
as a factor 1n the eyes of the
1Retdent is that there was an ex(revoluUonaries), all in the inpubllc?
plosion and a fire. The repert erests ot democracy and the
There are several reasons. In
cussions from this incident will
great white race.
the publlc eye, the oil industry
verv llkely play a significant
Another item of interest was
already has a bad name. They
role in shaping the psyche of
that the fbi did not even wait
have raised the price of oil per
white middle america and 1n
to be called into the case. As
barrel, And their off-shore drillhoning the attitude of the pres.ent
a matter of fact as soon as the
ing has caused considerable damNixon administration. It is
explosion/fire
occured they were
age to wildlife and beaches. Anfurthermore important that we
practically on the scene. Strange,
other •accident• on behalf of the
examine critically this incldent
wouldn •t you say?
oil industry would certainly
in all its perspectives.
The plant is y.rell gt· rded by
_arouse IDl outcry from the public
According to authorities sabodogs and armed :i .endants.
tage was,. hinted at. An :tl-1eged ' which would not go wmoticed by
Badges and passes a:r required
the men 1n Congress. Those
caller supposedly said to Linden
at every gate. How t .1en, could
gigantic oil depletion allowances
police, "Now listen good. I'm gosome outsider get in, plant a
enjoyed by Esso et.al. would cering to iell yotl once. Get it right
bomb, a.l}d get' out, .lfter he bad
the fJrst ·ume. Esso was lucky
tainly be endangered. So in order
notUled the police in advance
to cast the blame off the oil
last week. This time it's ·going
that he was~ming?
industry for this destruction,
to burn, baby, burn. That's it."
As lf an cipating this argu...
sabotage would be mentioned 1n
How do we know this is the
ment, the ~ hortties report that
hopes that the oil industry would
case at all? The statement "Burn,
some 'witfiesses' allegedly saw
then become an object of pity
baby, burn" went out with the
a helicopter or light airplane
and generous federal benefits,
Detroit riots 1n 1967. Only a
hovering over the plant area
rather than an object of wrath
dud or an agent would use such
imm~ately before the explosand money stlfllng legislation.
a tired expression. Obviously
ion/ fire. This creates a whole lot
U sabotage had not been menit ls intended to make the public
of otlier questions that have not
tioned, some people would have
think that a Black person is the
been answered. But to say that
begun to think that maybe Hickel
caller and the perpetrator.
the helicopter/ light airplane eviwas right a1'ter all about the oil ·
How do we know that some
dence is shaky is to make a
. barons. Insofar as the Nixan
oversight of the engineers did not
gross _understatement.
administration is concerned ttils
With the sabotage arrangecould not be tolerated.
ment, everybody gets off nice
So then sabotage became the
and neat. The oU companies beral lying cry. After the renewed
come an object of pity and inbombing of North Viet Nam, resurance benefits; the Nixon adcent firings 1n OEO and the
ministration gets a united white
Department of Interior, not to
bloc and an excuse to heighten
mention the abortive raid on
repressive measures. And Black
the prisoner of war camp, an
folks, what do we get? Probably
issue was needed to restore the
some more mattyrs. Or if we're
american confidence. What could
lucky, buttons that say "Free
be more fitting than a cloakthe Linden 9".

fered from 3:30 to 5:00 p,m.
Cultural programs involving
music, art, and drama wlll be
scheduled from 5:00 p,m. to 7
p.m. Executive Council members stressld that all the organization's 'VOrk cannot be left
up to com m!ttee chairmen. "Each
woman in WOMB should be a
leader," cofumonted Penny McCrimmons.
All interested sisters are
asked to devote some time , if
only a few hours every week,
to WOMB projects.
During the meeting, nominations were accepted for various
committee chairmenships.
The necessity for more funds
was continually empasined during the meeting. If sufficient
money is liot raised soon, either
through donations or membership
fees, WOMB may be forced to
leave its headquarters at 911
W st. Due to competition with
the Btsons first basketball home
game and the Gilbert Neal Lecture Series which featured Howard Fuller, attendance was
sparce that night. All donations
are welcome. For fUrther information, contact Chairman
Roselyn Smith at 501 Meridian
Hill or Raynelle'> Humbles at 8290966.
J

~
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Faculty senate "'c hairman
discusses i m pl e·,me ntation
By Gwen Scotten

~

Sisters discu~s financial proble1ns during last Thursday night's WOMB meeting at Meridian

;ill.

i
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10% Discou11t for Howard Students.
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JEWELERS
938 F ST. N. W.
Jewelers Since 1932
. . .. . .. ...

Dr. Edward W. Hawthorne,
newly elected chairman of the
How a-rd University faculty
senate, was both enthusiastic and
outspoken in a recent HILLTOP
interview about plans for improvement in faculty operations.
So far the senate has held two
workshoP,s, one for the faculty
and one for the entire university. Hawthorne stated that essentially his plans are to do
something about the recommendations made 1n the workshops.
Dr. Hawthorne further stated
that he would like to see all
facets of the University community consider some type or
reorganization.
He added, "We are not completely dogmatic as to what form
the reorganization should take·,
however, the opinion of the faculty
is that there should be a simple
committee with representation
trom the university comrr.unity
as well as equal representation
from the faculty, the administration, the alumni, and the nonteaching personnel.''
. The committee would be a place
where there would be consideration given to the problems and
needs of the total University as
well as means of advising the
President.
Dr. Hawthorne would also like
to see a change 1n the structure
of the faculty senate. Presently
one has no voice 1n the senate
unless he has been a member
of the University community for
two or three years. Dr. Hawthorne feels that eacti member
of the faculty should be a member of the senate with a voice
1n the decision making.

I.
•

'

.

TIRES
Wholesale to students at our
warehouse, 10 73 2 Hanr1a St re et ,
Beltsville, Maryland.
For informatiou. call

225.00
150.\.JO
300.00

Dr. Edward Hawthorn
He furthev commented, that
he feels there should be clQser
cooper ation between what he
termed "main line'' faculty ot. ficers of the senate and' the
student body. He continued. "In
the past these forces were simply
trying to outdo each other.' • To
remedy this situation, he suggested that there be a joint session sometime during the year.
The faculty senate will be making a sincere effort to re-evaluate the curriculum in all the
schools and colleges~ Dr. Hawthorne feels there has been a
"wasted e!fort" on the part of
the University as far as defining the objectives and the educational needs oI the students in
this Black F.mmunity. To that
end, the senate already has had
discussions with the Vice Pres.:
ident Of Academic Affairs Dr
'
Andrew Billingsly. From these
discussions with the Vice President -plans for a spring workshop, with one topic of discussion on' "curriculum". have
evolvea.
(Continued-on Page 8)
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''I'm not going to serve any
time in jail for something I did
not do. Either guidelines be drawn _
up so we can judge and look a:t
ourselves or I am going to have
to resign." HUSA President
Michael Harris made this declaration at Monday night's Senate
meeting in the face of the continued absence of ttte Audit Com:.
mittee report.
The Audit Committee has not
been present for a report since
the budget was frozen over a
month ago, according to Harris.
The Committee, which is headed
by Grad representative Clay
White, was told to investigate
and give recommendations for the
smooth operation of HUSA. Because the Audit Committee
has not reported, HUSA 1s at a
standstill. Harris stated that he
was tired of being in a "trick
bag" and finds it impossible to
function without guidelines.
A proposal to allocate $60,000
to the Athletic Department was
made by Joel Mungo. He revealed
that the the Athletic Department
is in a deplorable state and said

PBSI '1 ~

pile
information concerning
that money 1s needed for its
Blacks from a toPQgraphical recontinued existence. The prosearch center in Chicago.
pesal was tabled until an invesThe United Pentecostal Astigation can be made as to how
sociation from the School of Rethe previous half-million dollar
ligion requested $100 to initiate
allocation to the department was
various programs. It was deused,
cided that their proposal be made
HUSA voted to administer
before the Budget Committee.
$1500 to the Caribbean AssociaHUSA granted theSoccerComtion, which came before HUS A's
mlttee $450 for a reception to
last meeting. The money was
honor the Soccer team. Accordgranted with the understanding
that the association seek aid from 4 ing to the Committee, the team
has received little recognition
other campus organizations.
by either the student body or the
Treasurer Sam Wallace made a
University.
proposal that $2,869 be transThe School of Architecture and
!erred to the D. C, Project rePlanning proposed a Digest Comserve account. The treasurer
mittee to explain funding from
W8.$ also asked to give a report
public and private programs. The
of· lhe money already allocated
group stated that there is a need
to the Project. However, the
for both the campus and the
treasurer will not be able to
community to tmderstand the
make a report until his books
methods for soliciting such tunds.
are returned by the University
The Committee was approved
Treasurer.
and a suggestion made that the
Project
"Occupation ReSchool of Architecture see the
search" headed by .Al>LC TreaDirectors of the D,C. Project
surer and HILLTOP Feature Edifor added help,
tor Robert Taylor, received $4 75
Ann Wilson, a junior in Liberal
from HUSA, "Occupation Research" will gather and comArts, was voted the new secretary of HUSA.

Goldie pledges to fight
By Gwen Ross

"My ffght is for what is right
regardless of where the wrong
might be", says Mrs. Gold.le
Johnson, outspQken President of
the Metropolitan Police Wives
Association and a candidate for
D. c. Congressional delegate.
~Irs . Johnson entered the race
at the urging of local Black firemen and police, but she made
it clear in a HILLTOP interview that her representation will
not end with them.
Frequently in the news, .i\Irs.
Jolmson spoke out last week
against the re-appoint1n~nt of
Inspector Shirley O'Neil' to
Precinct Six. "They're using him
like a pawn on a checkerboard
to clP~r up trouble spots in the
....~. ; . ,, srn. declared. Before this
latest assignment, he was sent to
Precinct 13 which was a tr,ouble

spot at the time. The Police
Wives Association feels that
O'Neill should be made Deputy
Chief of Police. They consider
his recent assignment a demotion for a man who has been
involved in years of internal
investigation within the police
department.
Mrs. Jolmson's activism often
leads to trouble for her husband,
Officer William Ernest Johnson.
"Its not always so obvious, but
he's been blocked from getting
a number of promotions.'' However, he does not mind, she
says, "for he knew what type
of woman I was when he married
me four years ago." Then, too,
her husband is an activist himself as President of the Black
Caucus on Police Community Relations.
One of the last to declare her
candicacy, Mrs. Jolmson said
she decided to enter after a number of people approached her
saying that they had no one to
look after their interests in Congress.
,
"I would have supported Fauntroy or Yedell," confessed Mrs.
Jolmson. "Sometimes I think I
am anyway,'' she jokingly added.
Asked whether she was worried
about her chances among so many
candidates (over 30 at this time),
Mrs. Johnson quickly replied that
she was just as confident as
anyone else. "Everyone has
asked me who I wm support
if I don't get the 5,000 signa-

•

tures I need as an independent,
but no one has told me that
they will support me 1f they
don't get theirs."
As to how the lar ge number
will affect the overall race, the
petite community leader feels
that the District's large population merits an equally large number of candidates.
Goldie Jolmson is running a
low-key, person-to-person type
campaign that largely consists
of her attending meetings to address various groups . An energetic woman, she will make herself available to any group so
long as time permits (preferably after 8:00 on '\Veekdays,
and on the weekends). A let
of her campaigning, she says,
will be done informally through
her downtown beauty shop/
boutique.
,
"1 have no campaign funds and
don't intend to go out soliciting
or begging," :\Irs. Jolmson says
determL11edly. She aims to rr:aintain the trust of those persons
who sought her out because "she
could not be bought or sold.''
Comparing herself to Congresswoman Shirley Chisholm of
Xew York, :\Irs. Jol)nson states
that she will work to effect programs for the "little people"
and the underdog.
One of her priorities, if
elected, will be to regain 'ull
citizenship rights for the exconvict. "ivlany of them have
spent time in jail for things we
have done and haven't been caught
at," she noted firmly , "Jobs and
homes should be opened to them
and 'ex-con' should not be marked
on their applications." A former
WAC, Mrs. Jolmson feels that
these same opportunities should
be open to veterans.
Jobs, she added, should also
be made available to all ablebodied persons, "In that way,
only older and ill persons would
not have to be on welfare." This,
she explained, would lower tax
rates. Working mothers could
leave
... their children in communtty-financed nurseries that would
be staffed by elderly and disabled persons.
Mrs. Johnson also advocates
that 24-hour clinics be set up
in local neighborhoods for the
poor,
especially those on
Medicaid and Medicare.
The mother of two (a threeyear old daughter and an older
;son by a previous marriage)
'llas a similar concern for the
problems of youth. Charm and
grooming schools should be set
up to teach teens how to apply
for and hold jobs. ' 'I've found
that this has blocked many a
Black from getting a job,"
With regard to education, Mrs.
Jolmson would like to see betterequipped schools and discipline
rights restored to teachers.
11 Discipllne
in the schools is
not what 1t should be ••• teachers
should have the right to spank
with reason."

Black students assist Cairo
By Wiiiie Abrams

Racial tensions in Cairo, Illinois were heightened during
the weekend of December 6, as
four Blacks were arrested following the shooting of a white
deputy sheriff. This preceded
the announcement of a planned
trip to the en battled city of Cairo
on December 13 by Black students in the Washington area.
Since February 1969, Blacks
and whites in Cairo have been
engaged in a drawn-out confrontation sterning from the efforts
of whites to halt a Black boycott of their business. Black
officials have thus warned the
Washington students to expect
anything on the part of white
vigilantes.
The student trip will be an
attempt to permit Black students
from Washington to learn and
observe the experiences of Cairo
Blacks living tmder a constant
threat of armed aggression, according to John E. Jon~s, coordinator of the students. "All ..,
students who travel to Cairo
wlll be required to writ~ a threepage paper on their findings and
these papers will be made available for educational pu.r poses,"
he said,

Duval Lewis, the Howard University student co-ordinator,
said that students from the
Federal City College, the Washington Techni~stitute and
Howard Unlve ty would participate in the
• Thirteen
students from all ihree institutions, making a total of thirty:nine, will leave on December
15, according to present plans.
The cost of the trip is estimated at $21700.
A drive referred to as "A
Dollar for Cairo" has been
launched by the students to raise
tunds for food, medical supplies
and clothing. Services such as
gas, electricity and telephones
has been terminated in many
instances 9r threatened with possible termination. All interested
persons are urged to contribute
a minirnun of one dollar to the
Cairo Black co.mmunity.
The Howard University Student Association has donated a
sum of $1,000, and a Howard
student, Esther Wilson, has been
successful in her appeal to her
church for a donation. The church
contributed a sum of $1,600.
The Office of Student Life is the
place where donations by Howard
students are betiig r eceived
The Southern Christian Leadership Conference has been sponsoring the tran·s portation of
frozen food to the Black community of Cairo, and efforts by
white terrorists to stifle this
service have been partly successful.
The boycott of white merchants
is still on and Blacks have es- .
tablished a co-operative supermarket and clothing store both
of which were later destroyed
by white vigilantes. The Black
students of the Washington area
will assist in the reconstruc- ·
tion of the co- operatives; they
will also help build a library •. some kind of entertainment for the youths of the Black

Eric Lincoln sees church

as liberation of Blacks
By Robert Taylor

'

•

1
Eric Lincoln, a prolific
Black professor of sociology and
rellgion, addressed nearly 250
people in Rankin Chapel last
1w ednesday afternoon concerning
religion and the Black man vis-avis American social institutions.
• The Black church was allencompassing and the Black religion from its incepetion W3.S the
C.

Part of the money for better
schools, she offers, could come
from a D. c. tax for all persons
working in the District. Some
of the revenue could also be
used to to improve streets.
~rs . Jolmson raised questions
about the subway now under construction. "It's not for us (D. C,
residents); we can go anywhere
we want to in the District (by
bus or taxi)." She noted that
attempts are being made to improve transportation for suburbanites who work in the District, none are being made for
Dtstrict residents who hold government jobs in the suburbs.
"If they insist on moving government agencies to the suburbs,
they should furnish buses. I recently learned that there is a
bus that brings Government Insurance employees into the District from Hagerstown and other
nearby suburbs." Such practices,
she pointed out, are indicative of
the discrimination practiced by
government agencies.
Observing that outsiders are
frequently brought in for government jobs, she stated that
such jobs should be first made
available to District residents.
"Any foreigner can get a job
before a Black can." Mrs. Johnson called for the elimination
of discrimination at both racial
and sexual levels. · ·
Does Goldie Jolmsonanticipate
any difiiculty in influencing the
me.n on the "Hill?" "No," she
quipped, "I'm doing all right
.now!"

religion of 1iberation, " Lincoln
told his audience in support of
his position that the Black chur ch
has been the ·•most pivotal institution" during the Black experience iTP America.
Lincoln, a graduate of Fisk
University, began his lecture with
a series of short Biblical stories ;ind scripture readings which
purported to tell of Black personalities who figured importantly in the early development of
Christianity.
•
·
He continued by stating that
for good or bad the Black church
and theology has been the ·'prime
developer of Black leadership
and has played a crucial role
in shaping the identity of Black
people in America ."
Important historical features
in the growth of Black religion
in America were also discussed
by Lincoln. He explained that
during the da} s of the "peculiar
institution" - - slavery - - the
Black church was viewed as dangerous and laws were passed
which forbade its establishment
in the South and it "was discouraged in the North.
He added that during this period
religion was •·the pie- in-the-sky
version" and it was used as a
"spiritual narcotic." Lincoln
stated that Blacks were showered
with the idea that "God only required that the Black man be
free from sin and not free fr om
men '' and were told to "sing
. and pray the live- long day and
you will have a pie-in-the-sky
when you die.'' "lnotherwords, "
commented Lincoln, •·Christianity was used as an elemenf of
control.''
Dr. Lincoln then updated his
address and discussed some of
the issues currently facing the
Black church and offered some

•

t

J

..

(Con tinucd on Paizc 8)

suggestions as to now these issues could be wiseit confronted .
He said, f~rst of all, the church
must change, but change in such
a manner as to be able to withstand . the transition. And that
in order to change and withstand
the transition, the Black church
:nust not limit its perspective.
Lincoln's one-hour address
wa s followed by a fort y-five
minute question-and-answer
period which was conducted l>y
Dr. Robert Martin, acting Chairman of the Afro- American Studies Department, which sponsored
the address.
Black poetess Sonia Sanchez
was in the audience and raised
a question concerning why more
Black professionals and intel ·ectuals had failed to join the "most
revolutionary Black religion ot
today -- the Nation of Islam."
Lincoln answered that many of
them had Pl\fSonal or philos~
phical reasons for not doing so
and added that one should not
expect any massive Black intellectual increase in the membership of the Nation of Islam,
Before the quest-and-answer
period Lincoln had concluded his
lecture by saying, "The Black
Church is the mother of the
Black heritage in America."

.'

The Left Bank Jazz Society and
The Smithsonian Institution Division
of Perlorming Arts Presents
•

THE LAST POETS
Sat. Dec. 12, 8 P.M.
ONE NIGHT ONLY!
Howard Uniwrsity
2465 6th St., NW.

Cram ton Auditori um

Ticbts: $3.50, aYOilable at: SoJ Shack, 131h & G Sta.,
t<NI., Sabin's Oiscio"'1t R.cords, Penn Branch
Shopping Center, 3202 Pennsylvonia Avenue,
SE.
Student $3.00 with 10, availoble ot Cromtoq Audt.
Tickets : torium, Smithson ion Centro! Box Office, P.O.
Box 14196, Wosh., 0 .C. 20044.

for ticket information call 381 ·5407
f
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•

•

(The Black) Taylor

THAT the Ford Foundation recently gave nearly $300,000 to
87 Ph.D. candidates to study
Black people and other minority
groups in Amt~rica (Niggerologists)
THAT Vice-President Spiro
Agnew flunked out of Johns Hopkins University in the 1930's
~hen he was majoring in chemistry. He then attended the University of Bal'tlinl1re and majored in law (Only in America -can any fool becom~ Vice-President)
THAT Haiti, Guyana, Jamaica,
Barbados, and Trinidad-Tobago
all either abstained or voted
against sitting a representative
of the 800 mlllion poeple of Red
China in the United Nations in
the place of the Taiwan repre S•J11tatlve (Our W1Jst Indian
brothers and sisters had better
check their go.,~rnm.3nts out,
there m3.y be some To:ns in high
places)
THAT a politically active
br other in Austin, Texas was
sentenced to thirty years in j ail
for giving away one marijuana
cigar ette to a Black undercover
agent w!1·:> had been paid to gain
the brother's friendship and then
g et
incriminating
evidence
against him (Nigger spys and
Amerikkkan justice, they both
m11st be dealt with)
THAT the average income for
a Black person who has com pleted four years of college is
about $10,500, but for a white
college gr aduate it is alm:i;t
$13,000 (Or m3.ybe yo~ already
knew that)

•

THAT the Howard Law student who announced his candidacy
for the District of Columbia delegate to Congress in a HILLTOP
interview referred to America
as a "democratic society" and
declined to say that if elected
his o;.ly allegience would be to
Black peoply (Negroes, negroes,
when will Uiey ever learn)
THAT according to o·fficial
statistics from white-controlled
South Africa nearly 30,000 whip
strokes were administered to
alacks ln South African jails
between mid-1968 and mid-1969
(One day Black folk wil l rise
and no one will dare whip us,
one day, one day, one day •.••)
THAT the vice president of
Zambia, Simon Kapw·~pw•J, recently told a meeting of the
country's ruling party that
"Black ls naturally more beautiful than white" and str ongly
criticized the w0m en of his country for wearing mini skirts, using bleaching creams, and wearing wigs (Black on)

•
THAT the African nation of
Liberia is o,1e of the most casteridden societies on the continent.
Those freed ;laves from America who W•Jre sent there during
the early 19th century set up a
system which gave them all the
wealth at the expense of the indigenous tribes . (Tom Tubman
and his clique)
THAT scientists have discovered an ingredient which
checks and prevents the so- called
negr o disease, s ickle cell
anemia, The ingredient is urea,
the main part of urine.

..

•
By Pam Preston, L i nwood Wooldridge

,

,

rh c p u rpo~e of (, Rll'I· i' to pro~·i dc ·
t or the Mo\\ard Univ cr~ it}'
1:0111111ur11 ty a rnecltan i~rn whcn·b)
gric\an c,·~ can be acl..nowledged and
with rhc cooperatio n of o rh cr facets
of the University, a lleviated.
Research o n the grievances are
provided by the brothers of the
Alpha Ph.i O'mc~ National Service
Fraternity.

Why is it that the
tUf on and fees for graduate
, assistants are not waived when
'\at all other major universities
in the country there is such an
existing policy? Graduate ass istants make $2,600.00 (or less)
annually which is taxable and
out of that amount, $640.00 is
spent for tuition and fees. Obviously, those graduate students
who have depenCients cannot survive on this meager sum, and
even though they are frequently asked not to, are then forced
in many instances to get other
job which take aw1y from their
committed responsibility to their
instructors and undergraduate
students. The gr aduate assistants
are a majoi; link between the
faculty and the undergraduates -and they should have their tuition
waived!
GRIPE's Comment; A proposal
by the Gr aduate Student Council
was sent to Dean Miller of the
Graduate School and to Dr. Cheek.
From what we understand, Dean
~tiller than sent this proposal,
along with his suggestions for
improving the graduate ass istantship program to Dr.
Cheek, also, to be presented to
and approved by the Board of
Trustees. Since June, 1970, when.
the Gr aduate Student Council sent

it, NO reply has been formally submitted. For a university
'
that supposed!)'
functiions on the
premise of ••going through the
proper channels ", this ls a deplorable show of inconsideration
on the part of the "powe rs that
be" . GRIPE is sending copies
of this grievance to Dr. Cheek,
John Butler (graduate and professional schools Board ofTrustee member), Eric Hughes
(unde r graduate Boar d of Trustee member) and Dr. Harold
Lewis (faculty Board of Trus~ee member) in hopes that the
Board of Trustees will, as soon
as possible, decide to "deal with
the issues" presented by our
"concerned graduate students."
Grieyance: The female toilets in
Douglass Hall and Locke Hall are
usually deplorable. Leaks are
slow to be repaired and the stalls
are poorly stocked. Soap dispensers are needed to replace
make-shift cut-off plastic containers (or whatever they are).
Paper towels are very often
missing. I can't say that I have
ever seen a housekeeper in the
toilets during the day~ All the
toilets are heavily used and constant surveillance and cleaning ls
a must.
Reply: A program is underway
to improve the toilets in all
buildings on campus including
Douglass and Locke Halls. (Submitted by A,C . Chalmers, acting Dr., Phy. Plant Dept.)
GRIPE's Comment :
Although
we've already presented a pr evious grievance which dealt with
th unnecessary filth found in
athrooms, we have also
ed this paricular grievance
bee
e it is more specific and
brings a "descriptive" enlightenment to those wh0 perhaps did not yet know that our
toilet facilities wer e unsanitar y.
Grievance: Whatever happened to
wastepaper baskets in classrooms . It is frustr ating when one
must walk with paper and trash
looking for a receptacle. The
lack of wastecans encourages
littering in the buildings and on
campus.
R~ly: Waste baskets are on
0 er to r~place those which
have been improperly r emoved
from classrooms and other
ar eas. (Submitted by A.C. Chal <Continul.!d on Page 8)

•

•

Black rac1s01 non-existent
There is a letter in this issue from an irate student who fj els that last week's editorial
indicates that the editor i~ "racist."
It's a shame that there are still Black people on this campus who are letting whites define
their people without even thinking about the implications of their definitions. Brother Carlton and all other nt.isled Black souls, there is no such thing as Black racism , and if you
believe _there is, you are just an ignorant victim of another white man's- trick.
Since white men first laid eyes on non-white people, there have bee:~ only white racists
vis-a-vis non-white victims, attempting to counter the~r racism. The reaso n for this is that in
order to be a bonafide racist, you must not only feel superior to another race, you must
exercise you superiority over them in the form of oppres.5ion. And it so happens that there
:s no place on this earth that Blacks' have the p9wer to oppress whites. At the same tin1e,
there is no inhabited continent on which there is riot white racisnl.
So back up , brother, and look at yo urself anlf your people with eyes "that do not reflect
white definitions that were designed only to further divide us, just as that trick with the
Panthers was a divisive measure to destroy any links that n1ight develop between two groups
of Black people.
·
The fa ct that we cannot achieve liberation along with the "jhite so-called radicals is only
further highlighted by the success that they ha¥e already had preaching Black racisn1, or
anti-racist ra c~m , as a whitey na111ed Sartre called it, to vulnerable broth ers like Carlton and
/ the Panthers.
~
t
'

•

Commentary

Greeks display Blackness
By Barbara Womack

In the past, I have criticed Ho-

Grf~vance:
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ward's Greek organizations for
not being totally relevant to the
surrounding community. I accused them of being typical exam'.)les of " House Niggers". Last
Saturda~.J. saw something that
made lny criticism undue and
unjust.
On November 19, 1970, Marion
Barry, Director of Pride Inc.,
announced that his organization
would go bankrupt if it did not
come up with $50,000.00 within
90 days. At that time, Barry
made a plea to the community
of Washington. He asked the community to help Pride raise the
necessary funds through donations and any other means possible.
In reponse to this plea, Ho-

ward University's Pan-Hellenic
Council decided unanimously to
volunteer their services to Pride.
Last Saturday nearly 100 Greeks
pumped gas, poured on , washed
windshields and made mtnor
automotive repairs at four of
Pride's service stations.
Norman Saunders of Om.ega
Psl Phi, stated that business
was booming at that particular
station located on 14th and Euclid

Sts. He also said that they had
collected $400.00 in donations
from customers .
Saunders also pointed out that
since Pride has had to close
down 3 of its stations, 30 men
were out of work and back on
the streets. As a result of this,
3 of the 30 men are now in
jail. Since Pride has a policy
of hiring dudes who previously
led lives of crime, their only
alternative, without Pride 's help,
was to go back to tne streets.
·'Because of this Howard Greeks
decided to help," said Saunders.
The Greeks have done what all
of us are going to have to do.
We are going to have to get involved and not wait for the administration to tell us when,
where and how. We have got to
go for ourselves and deal from
that level. The Pan- Hellenic
Council decided that they wanted
to help Pride and so they did.
This was done without any administrative hassl~s.
I personally felt a deep sense
of pride to see Howard students
pumping gas and enjoying every
minute of it. I didn't view them
as being Greeks, but rather, I
could only see young Black people

Campus Vanguard

Cr..

showing :i. deep concern; for the
well-being of each other- --that
is what Blackness is about.
Every Greek organization on
campus was well r epresented.
At the 14th & Euclid station,
Alpha Kappa Alpha was represented by Racquel! Jeri, Tanya
Chapell, Edith Smith and Pat
Wright. F rom Omega Psi Phi
was Viri;us Durr ett, Norm Saunders Jr!, Lloyd Freetnan, Bobby
Clark, Eddie Eberhardt and
"Hook" Hall. Delta Sigma Theta
was represented by Loretta Love,
Denise Wright, P'cltty Sigmund,
Brenda Swann and Jean Purnell.
Alpha PHI Alpha was repres ented by Dan Smith and Eric
Woods . From Gamma Theta Rho
there was Kathy Ruth, Phy111s
Washington,
Linda
Downer,
Cathelia Maner, Sharon Williams, Vickey Lloyd, Donna Lee
and Joann Bland. And from Zeta
Phi Beta was Peggy Hardy.
Right on to all the other Greeks
not mentioned who worked at the
Pride Stations. To date, the
Greeks are the only campus organizations to respond to the
Pride crisis. I wonder where
1
that spirit of community involvement is that everyone keeps talking about.

I

•
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always rappin' revolution
•

Walking across campus this
week, I happened to overhear
two brothers talking some very
deep stu:i. To protect their
identities from the C.I.A., I will
only refer to them here as Mao
and Che. Here is the gist oftheir
conversation.
Mao: You don't realize what's
going to go dow!1 very soon do
you, Blood?
Che: You mean the revolution?
Mao: I mean there 3.in't gonna
be nothln left, Did you hear
about the Chinese, they're getting r eady - that's no coincidence either. Think about it.
Ch~· Yea:1, well what should
I be doing?
'Mao: Dig, have you read Fanon?
Che: Yeah, I dug him ••• bu~
this ain't Alger .••
Mao: I mean have you READ him?
Che: (pause) when do you think

By Reg i nald Hildebrand

it's going to happen?
M'3.0: Look Bruh, when one is
dealing with the culmination of the
dialectical political awareness
of the masses, O'.le cannot work
on -a timetable, that is to say,
whenever the time and conditions are proper, that is, whenever the people are ready to make
a move for th'e liberation of
the masses, then that move will
be made, by any mews necessary: however, let me assure
you that it will be in the very.
near future and that it will be
a mcther.
Che: Yeah, (long pause) I can
digit •..p r 0bab1 y
the white
radicals, Indians, Chicanos, and
Red Chinese will be on our side.
~lao: Dig it, but not from
the jump. 1'"1rst we have to lay
the groundwork •• That's what
Stokely and Robert Williams wtJre

doing when they were in all
. those countries.
Che: And the day will come
when everybody will have to get
a gun, and go in the streets
IUld do a thang.
Mao: Right on!
Che: Right on!
I Then they went through a complete so'Jl hand shake and continued on their way to class,
having ,assured themselves of
their revolutfonary reletlancy.
It was only seven months ago
when Stokely Car michael told
a Howard audience, " . .. I think
that people have to understand
that revolution is not just rapping about how bad you are,
but it's about giving the masses
a clear and viable alternative."
" We are playing with the lives
of our people and if we don't
<Continued on Page 8)
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Dear Editor:
Unify us, don't divide us. Brothers and Sisters let's call a truce
on attacking Black groups and be
about the business of really uniting.
If we must cr iticize, let's make
it constructive
criticism and
otter alternative or better methods.
If everyone ls working toward
the same ulitmate goal for blacks,
freedom from oppression, "'Why
quibble over ideologies. Do yours
your way and let them do theirs
their way. I say Hurrah for every
Black group that 1s moving for
liberation.
As Rev. Jesse Jackson says,
"No man can tell a man who is
hurting how to holler" Think on·
that! This business of trying to
decry people because of the way
they complain of injustice is
past and gone •
I reject the(notion that blacks
can only come together without
the help of whites. While it is
true blacks must lead in our
struggle for survival, I feel we
are too deep in troubled waters
to be selective about who we get
help from. Be they he, she, or
heshe (sorry folks), Just be
alert enough to distinguish where
help stops and danger starts. If
a white goes about the business
of trying to subvert black movemtmts, let him go! Let him go!
Because when a quick plotter is
on the move, it's safest to be
quick in counter plotting, Dig it!
It is very true Blacks have been
led astray by "helpful·' whites
many times, too many times,
but I for one feel capable of
having forsight enough to know
when help ends and where harm
begins.
As long as I am in need and yolll

willing to help me end the
need, you can l;>e Blurpo and I
won't refuse your help.
a~

When I sit in jail on trumpedup charges with $100,000 bond
hanging over my head and realize
that a few pennies a piece from
blacks, whose liberties I would
fight for would get me out but
yet I still sit, then yes, I will
look to anyone for help.
Heaven help the militant or any
black spokesman who lands in
jail and expects financial aid
from a largely unresponsive
Black community. He will rot in
jail before blacks, engaged in
the folly of trying to outdress
each other, will give up purchas ing that expensive maxi- coat
or whatever other current gimmick white folks dangle in front
of us to keep us poor and dependent on him,
If it wheren'tfor Aretha Franklin and her unselfish very Black
statement a few weeks ago (offering bond money for Angela
Davis ) I would think Miss Davis
wouli have been forgotten in the
clanging of glasses and under the
influence
of whatever, then
idolized and quoted after her
death, to death, just as Brother
Malcolm is now being done. Not
meaning to take anything away
from him because he was great,
but you know we, for the most
part, didn't follow him while
he lived but now Malcolm x,
rah rah rah. Ya'll can give me
mah flowers now, while I can enjoy the mothers.
This letter is meant as a call
for true unity and not in defense of white people. Because
I have wondered a lifetime just
where the seemingly few good
white follts hide. I do know,
however, that there are white
revolutionaries who are more
than a few stages past the lip
service being served by some
"Blacks'' hungup on ''ideology".
"What does that mean?"

t lC ~(

BI a c k Pa n:t he rs

Dear Editor:
"But it is easier to think that
they were influenced bycwhites
than to think that the Panthers
themselves actually wanted to
further divide Blacks." This
shows a certain amount of inherent racism. If a supi.osedly
liberated, and intelligent Black
woman, who obviously is going
to be successfUl can't make
judgements which are not influenced by racism, then what
hope is there? Something you
could believe is that the Panthers suffer from the same problem that most Black people do,
(as is evident by what we see
around us), that is an inability
'•to get themselves together"
whether there is or is not outside influence.

Another weak pointofyoureditorial ls that you are assuming that all white people who are
constituents for the Black Panthers are hom:>sexuals. This
stands to be proven. It is also
slanderous and libel.
Whatever the m:>vement may
be, Black Panthers, Womens Liberation, Gay Liberation etc., it
is attacking the principal stumbling block to social advancement,
that is the white male image of
forty years of age.
Concerning you and your editorial, I would not want to believe that what was basically
distressing you was seeing all
those " fine'' Black men with
those few homosexuals and possibly thinking that those few
homosexuals would have more
influence over Black men than
A BLACK WOMAN
Respectfully yours,
Carlton A. Holland Jr.
"72"

Wa i t ress raps
Dear Editor:
Will the two students that ate
two T-bone steaks and hauled
ass out the door of the Kenyon,
kindly kiss my ass,
Natalie,
Kenyon Waitress

Gwen Ross
News Editor
Nancy Crawford
Copy Editor

The letters and articles on these
pages represent the opinions of the
individual writers, and are not
necessarily HILL TOP views. Letters
to the Editor should be submitted,
type-written and double paced, by
the Monday prior to th Friday that
they are to appear. They should be of
reasonable lengt (no ore than two
pages) d must
st ed.

Dear Editor:
This is in response to the
letter to the Hilltop by the Soph.
class about the Black Panthers
What do they expect from the
B.P.P. The Black Panther Party
owes nothing· to Howard. What
Howard owes to them and to the
black people of the community 1s
a different story. I have only
been at Howard for a short time
and I've heard a lot of talk
of how Howard has gone out into
the community and helped our
fellow black brothers and sisters. This is a lot of talk and no
action. The . Panthers have gone
out into the community and the
evidence of their actions are
seen and heard about in the newspaper. How many Howard students have you heard of being
beaten, shot, jailed, and even
killed for standing up against a
wrong cause? I don't think it was
right for Howard to ask for
money from the Panthers. ·
As for Huey not speaking here
I got the impression that the reason he didn't was because Howard doesn't meet up to standings
that black people expect it to,
?viaybe this reason for going to
a white school instead of Howard
was to exploit, them for their
mvney. It is the white ffi'.).n's
money which is going to supply
us with the necessities needed to
carry off our successful revolution. >Isn't it better
to use the
•
white men for all he is worth
than to do without him at all?
Do you think the Panthers have
combined forces with the Gay
Liberation and Women's Liberati<?n because they wanted to?
Their reason in my opinion was
to show whitey that they have oppressed people in their own race
and that they want equality also.
All I can say is when are black
people going to realize that when
they see blacks with whites together it doesn't necessarily
mean intergration or "tomming
it." It just might mean they
are using them for al' that they
are worth. How long have whites,
been hanging onto black! just for
their own advantage? How do you
think whitey got as far as he did
today, not by using his own race
but the black race. So Soph. Class
smarten up because you're the
ones that neede to be informed,
not anyone else.
Benny Blackman

Pearl Stewart
Editor

Stan Ferdinc.nd
Managing Editor

Reggie McGee
Layout Editor
Barbara Womack
Associate Editor

Dianne Worsley
Advertising rJl:Jnager

1
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Speak out part1c1pant
discusses white mates
Dear Editor:
Many people have asked me
to clarify my com1nent in last
week's HILLTOP about the Panthers and their white girl friends.
The white girL-Black man trick
is all around us, one only need
look at it.
Charles Gordon's (he has a
white wife) Pulitzer Prize winning play "No Place to be Somebody" is centered around the
radicalization of a pimp who 1s
killed at the end after fUcking
with a honky chick. LeRoi Jones'
(white wife at first; just to get
over) play the "Dutchman" has
been made into a movie about a
white girl who destroys Black
men. Jim Brown made love to
America's sex symbol and she
is still America's sex symbol.
Great new movie "Great White
Hope" is about the life of one
of the greatest fighters of all
time, (Note, all his women were
white). The star Jamt!S Earl
,Jones is leaving his white wife
for his white girl-friend.
In Sidney's movie "The Lost
M~Ln" , a revolutionary robs a
bank and can only escape by the
help of a white girl who finally gets him killed.
In music one of the first Black
men to score a movie is Quincy
Jones with his wiite wife. New
on the scene is Roberta -Flack
and her honkie husband. l\ina
(thank God) got rid of hers.
Looking at people .in politics,
do you think it was an accident
that Julius Hobson, Ada1n Clayton P.:>wa11 ·s son and Dea.'1 R•1sk's
daughter married across the
color line?
Senator Brooke of course, is in
love as is Lou Rawls whose wife
ate sardines and crackers with
him in a cold w11.ter flat in
Chi-town,

Finally, Cleaver's book is being printed in 37 languages for
dlst ributio~ around the world.
Even thougi~ it says some dynamite thin~, it ls full of his
love letters to that white lawyer
. Beverly 4*elrod. He's in jail
for raping 1white women, and of
course he used to practice raping Black women to get ready
for the real thing.
•
Howard University (Black
school, of course) 1s getting ready
to pay royalties to produce a
French faggot's play about 11 The •
Blacks" to be directed ·by a
white drama. instructor. I will,
should this happen bring my tape
of the Drifters' old songs and
walk on st~ge and play them,
since I feel that thos~ old rock
shows at the Apollo were more
fUnctional Black theater anyway.
But let me be cool since I could
be arreste~ for trespassing on
Federal. prqperty, npt to · mention the fact that many professors have white mates.
Sisters tip over to the Garage
(around 19th and M'• or to Bixby
on Connecticut Avenue F'riday
night to reclaim your men from
the' places Black women never
heard about or go to 'cause
thats where the whites pick up
brothers. One of the comments
heard there went like this, "I
fUck the shit out of that white
bitch.'.' (I w.:>nder w;·,; she came
to him for what she could get
at home.) Unfortunately, back
home in the mid-west schools
a number of yellow babies are
popping up. I love them because
they are Black but? (God-damn)
Brothers, next w·~ek I go into
deep detail. I just wanted the
Pmthers to know my comm·~nt
wasn't addressed to them alone. '
•
Clinton A. West
I

.

'Too much criticism·' -·
I

Dear Editor:
From the time this University
opens in September until it clos.es in June there are constant
grievances about apathy, disunity and general disorganization of the faculty, administration and student body. It seems
that no opinion can be expressed
without being discredited for reasons such as "too black, not black
enough, to radical, too optimistic,
too pesimistic, just too tooo!!"
I write this letter not as another criticism, but as a plea to
the University communlt to look
at them.s elves and do a re- evalu~
tion of their particu~ar points
of view. Many of the articles

and letters thus far printed have
been a race to see who could
out-curse, or out-degrade the
other point of view. \Ve all
have a right to voice our opinions
and have those opinions respected
if not shared by others. Black
people must at least have some
respect for each other.
It is wel l known to anyone,

who attends this University that
there are faults (too many). But
if we spend the majority of our
hours defining and discussing
these faults we only leave a few
minutes for . correcting them.
And isn't that what we're all
about?
'
There will never be complete
or moderate agreement about
some issues on this campus . If
such agreement did exist Howard
would •tnUJ!_ be in trouble. ~he
Um es are too pressing and the
needs of black people too great
for us to let Howard University
die under pressure applied by.
.both sides of the social-political
fence. Instead it should grow
through the give and take of
both. I! the number of people who
verbaly express their opinion in
the lflLLTOP, publlcy re-channeled that verbal energy into
acrion, this university might
begin to move in some directlon other than a circle.

Robert Taylor
Feature Editor
Millard Arnold
Sports Editor_ ~---r
Carolyn A· Wyatt
Photo Editor
0. Pascual Dasent
Art Editor

Publ ish ed wc~:;ly, except du ring holidays and final examination period, by the
students of Howard University.
Yearl y subscriptions, $4.00. Distributed by

Alpha Phi Omega Service Fraternity. Telephone 797-2285.
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Next week there will probably
be a letter- in reply to mtne but
if the criticism 1s constructive
•
rather than destruc~ive,:· as so
much of the criticism -is here
at Howard, and ii I have caused
some of those guilty brothers and
sisters to think! I say Rap On
To Me", but let our actions
show our dedication to solving the
problem - it will not be ~o
tomorrow if we do.
Denise \Vrtght

•
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Class struggle
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Haw.thorne

Africa

Cairo

(Continued from Page 4 )

In addition to

his numerous

books and pamphlets relating to
the struggle being waged in Africa
against imperialism and neocolonialism, Dr. Kwame Nkrumah has put forth his newest
work entitled Class St"[!gle in
Africa. Osagyefo dedlca d this
work to the workers and peasants
of Africa. The theme that is
reitereated throughout the author's work is that the liberation
and unification bf Africa can
only be achieved lthrough armed
struggle under the direction of
socialism.
,
!he author bluntly asserts that
class divisions in Atrica are a
real phenomena and that these
divisions only temporarily submerged to obtain Political freedom prior to independence. Once
inc1opendence was achieved class ·
c!eavages e1nbnrked upon the
surface a~:Un.
It is at this juw~ture that Osagyefo states that not only must
the ,struggle be waged against the
external imperialist but the indigenous African bourgeoisie. It
is also at this Point that I interject, though the indigenous bourgeoisie are tools of the principal
oppressor, I believe that if African people move in a unifled
fashion against the white imperialist, that once the principal
imperialist is snuffed out, then
obviously the class of Africans
known as indigenous bourgeoisie
will ultimately vanish since they
are dependent on foreign capital.
I doubt if we have the strength
to fight an enemy on two fronts.
Chapter one probably sets the
tone of :\'krumah's work since he
tliscusses the origins of class in
Africa. It is here that Osagyefo,
deals <.:hronologically with the
co.n .1.-.: 1alism of ancie'1t Africa
to the stage of feuclalis'm 3.nd
sl:-ivery ancl then fin ally to colonialism, which abolished com1;.unal ownership of land, Act.Ording to the author, "class
stru:..,g-le is .. fundnment:il theme
ct re:·orJ ?d 1istor .-. ••
..:pon readir.t;. the work I was
struck by tha author's definition
of ·\ass. He states "in the fin al
:u •. tlys1s a clr-ss is nothing more
ti .•n the sum tot al of ~n..!ividuals
')ounct togethE>r b) cert:un inter. ·sts
.
which ·:is a class they tr ~
o oreserve anr! prote<. t. ·'
:'l ., Jel'in:tio.1 fits in:o pla ~!?
··: , 1 .1
ref<"· r rin 0 to :lJ1 up;>~r or
·'<>LI rg-eotsie class )J' J~:in it e~ y
·1oc rile :.:lass of m0st Black peoµle
.~ 1icr. is the Je'l.5:-,.a~r, . Dr. Kru'11:111 describes th-e A.frica.n class
pattern into five categories :
:)e'lsa.11ts, prolet:.irlat, petty bou r :;eotsie, bo'h fa rm ~ r::; 1..1:1 urb'i!l~
bourge.:)isie 111d l astly tra.d ltional
ruler s .
'"' ·;'lgyefo s t:- o ;i ; 1 v rajects
the s imil arly meaningless term"
" .\frican Socialis m" . He states
that it implies a brand of socialism peculia1 to .\frica. In the
same light, he also re)ects the
term "negritude". He refers to it
as a bogus conception and regards
it simply as pseudo-intellectual
theory serving as a bridge be-

(Continued from Page 5)
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By Roy Allen

tween the African middle class
and French cultural establishment. It is irrational, racist and
non-revolutionary. In the section
dealing with class and race, Dr.
Nkrumah states one of his most
glaring and somewhat contradictory postulates. He goes on to
say that r ace is inextricably
linked with power structure and
that capitalist exploitation and
race oppression are com;,ilementary and the remo7al of one
ensues the remcr1al of the other.
Maybe the di.fters with his former
pupil Stokely Carmichael. In an
address in Cramton Auditorium
on April 10th last spring Stokely
stated that racism had grown
in such preponderent stature that
it had become an entity wito
itself. Even in countries where
capitalism is non-existent, there
ls racism. Osagyefo unequiv0caJIy slates that Africa 1s a part
ot the entira world socialist revolution, In concluding, I wo11ld
most definitely suggest the readL11g of this piece of work to all
Black students so they can do
an in-depth study of the class
nature of the African continent.

Mrs. DuBois

An added objectlve of the
faculty senate wlll be to develop
immediately what Dr. Hawthorne
calls a "Black Scholars'" program. The purpose of this program will be to find ways to
attract outstanding Black scholars in ever tteld as instructors in the Universitv.

In order to do this, Dr. Hawthorne stated that the university must be willing to pay the
professors attractive salaries,
provide attractive working conditions
thus making black
scholars feel wanted and needed
at Howard.
Finally, Dr. Hawthorne expressed a serious concern for·
the upgrading of the qualityofthe
graduate education program.
Presently, Dr. Hawthorne is
. Research Professor of Physiology in the College of Med1c1ne, President-elect of the Association of Former Internes and
Residents of Freedmen's Hospital as well as Associate Dean
ot College of Medicine here at
Howard.

(Continued from Page 3)

(Continued from Page 6)

struggle by whites against any
freedom and dignity for Black
men. An NAACP statement
further stated that the intensity
of the struggle has forced all
persons to choose sides: Black
or white.

understand revolution we ought
not to get up and run our mouths
about it. We should sit down
and be quiet as I did 14 months
ago because I ' realized I did not
have the answers.''

+

•

*

SANTANA/ABRAXAS

RONNIE DYSON
llF YOU LET ME

including:
l3lack Magic Woman Gypsy Queen
Hope You're Feeling Better
Incident At Neshabur
Mother's Daughter
El Nicoyn

MAKE LOVE TO

YOU THEN)

WHY
CAN'T I
TOUCH
YOU?

SLY & THE FAMILY STONE
GREATEST HITS
I WANT TO TAKE YOU HIGHER
THANK YOU Falettonme Be Mice Ell Agin

OANCE TO THE MUSIC/STANO• EVERYDAY PEOPLE
and more .

•

~·

;

...

INCLUDING
WHY CAN'T I
TOUCH YOU'>
BRIDGE OVER
TROUBLED WATER
I DON'T WANNA CRY
MAKE IT WITH YOU
i
FEVER /SHES GONE

•

•

Some of today's biggest
hits sung in the fresh soulful
.:;tyle of one of today's brightest talents: Ronnie Dyson.

Santana's 2nd album is
filled with some of the same
heavy Latin Soul-Rock that
made their first albwn.
•

*

MILES DAVIS

O.t . SMITH'S

ATFIUMORE

GREATEST

INCLUDING

HITS

WEDNESDAY MILES1THURSDAY MILES
FRIDAY MILES· SATURDAY MILES

lttle Green
Apples
TlieSonOf

Just what the title says,

all of the best from this fan-

tastic rhythm group.

BESSIE SMITH
ANY WOMANS
BLUES
including. ·
Nobody Knows You When ~ou re Oown And Out
Ja1IHouseBlues/rmGo1ng Siic< To MyUsed To Be
>rosl) Morning Blues/ I mW1ldAl>Out That Thing

H1ckorv Holler's

Tromp

Fr.end, Lover,

Womon,Wile
frorrrose lone
Honey
ond more

Gripe

made O.C. popular.

Miles Davis' appearance
at Fillmore East and West last
summer blew a lot of minds.
A specially priced 2-record set.

The 2nd of five specially
priced 2-record sets comprising Bessie Smith's legacy of
160 existing recordings.

*

<Continued from Page 6)

OtisS~ann

mers, Acting Dir., Phy. Plant
Dept.)
These two grievances have been
presented by the same concerned
student and next week, GRIPE
will continue with her opinion
of other problems on campuswhich can, in several cases, be
alleviated by a commitment from
us, the students, to correct these
situations.

..

Vanguard

•

All the soulful, unaffected
styling of all the hits that

How to use "GRIPE"
There are two methods that can
be persued in s ubmitting your
question or grievance: by coming
to the Alpha Phi mega National
Service Fraternit) Office in room
109 of the Student Center between the hours of 12 noon and
1:00 p.m. on Monday through
Wednesday, or oy coming to the
Office of Student Life, room 103
of the Student Center at your
co•. venience to fill out the necessary forms. Every attempt will
be ma 1e to answer your grievances within ten days.

Justice. We do not intend to ·ue
down and let the enemy walk
over us. There will be no peace
in the Middle East until the
people of Palestine have Justice! There will be 'no peace 1n
South Africa until the people
of this land have justice... and
when we die our children will
pick up the guns and keep on
going!"
"For the students in the University, I think that your prime
job is to acquire knowledge•.•
we need an awful lot ot trained
·brains!" In her final statement ,
Mrs. Du Bois stressed the point
of education and truth:" I believe lhat when people really know
the truth they will find the way
to Freedom!"

community will be provided by
the students.
In spite of the crucial developments in Cairo, there has been
no national response by the
American people. Neither the
federal government nor the Illinois state government has attempted to halt terrorist activities by the vigilantes, but both
governments have aided and
abetted the attackers. The Nixon
administration has continued its
supply of SBA (small business
administration) and other federal
monies to the white merchants
of Cairo.
The NAACP said early last
month that the Cairo situation is
a struggle by Blacks "for freedom and human dignity" and a
struggle by whites against any
freedom and dignity for BLACK
MEN. An NAACP statement

IsThe Blues
including:

The Hard Way/Country Boy/Great Northern Stomp
Otis Jn The Dark/Beat-Up Team

A re-issue of the hard-toget Candid recordings made
by Otis Spann in 1961.

'
'

MONGO SANTAMARIA'S
GREATEST HITS
Wolermelon Mon/El PustyCot/Cloud Nine
Sitting On The Dock Of The Boy/Cold Sweet
•
and more

All the hits that made

Mongo's brand of AfroCuban-Latin Rock and Jazz
popular.

*Also available on ta~e.

•

•
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The coming week holds a
variety of entertainment which
may be of particular interest
to Blacks who wish to enjoy
themselves culturally.
On Monday, December 14,
Miles Davis, the legendary Black
trumpeter will open a brief engagement at the Cellar Door, at
34th and M Sts. N,W. in Georgetown.
Tomorrow evening at 8:00 the
Last Poets wilf blow their dynamite here at Cramton Auditorium. The poets are threevery
together brothers, whose recent
album is familiar to Black people
throughout the country. Their
tum, "Right On" was in the
Washington area several weeks
ago.

Roberta Flack, a Howard alumnus, who has made several appearances at Howard (last year
with Bill Cosby) will perform
at the Richie's Coliseum on the
University of Maryland campus,
in a benefit for Pride, Inc. Wednesday night at 8:00. Miss Flack,
who recently adorned the cover of
Jet Magazine, has two albums,
Take One and Chapter two, both

The legendary Miles Davis--opens
this Monday at Georgetown's
Cell .ir Door.
/l.b

of which have been very successful.
The Howard University Gospel
Choir will perform along with
Miss Flack, and may also be
seen in Concert this Sunday at
8:00 p.m. in Cramton. The Collegiate Choir will precede them
at 5:00 p.m. The Gospel Choir,
in its second year of existence
on the campus, has become one
of the University's biggest success stories. Their shows are
never disappointing.

Survival Motion

.freedom: the theme
and quest of· artists
Some of the creations of John
Coltrane, Cecil Taylor, ·orneHe
Coleman, Sun Ra and Archie
Shepp are occasionally labeled
avant garde, free jazz, new music, etc. The labels are numerous,
and vary in degree of misunderstanding and ignorance. This
writer submits that the creations
01 the above persons arise first
from an intense urge and need
to be free. A purely ecentric
motive admittedly affects some
of their works. However, it is
their sensitivity to material,
ideological, and methaphysical
restrictions which.feed that urge
to be free, and to be free is the
central theme and quest of their
creations.
Freedom as such has three
distinct but dependent aspects.
The nature of the entity to be
free presents the first aspect,
and the most difficult to realize.
One has to be reborn to realize
freedom. The man who defines
himself in terms of one system
(Euro-Am) which is admittedly
adverse to his existence, cllftilot
exist so defined in another system
(liberated Africa). The selfishcompetitive- materlalistic-christ.
ian individualist cannot survive in
a system unlike the one in which
he is molded. We all musttherefore be reborn to be tree. That
rebirth springs from a knowledge of seU. Knowledge of seU
implies a thorough awareness of
one's capacities (capacity to
grow, to hurt, to suffer defeat,
to feel ••• ), of one's strengths
and of one's weaknesses. The man
ignorant of himseU remains a
prisoner of himself, Freedom ls
the thing Taylor, Trane, Shepp,
El- Malik Baraka..are
about. Lib,
eration is freedom. Knowledge of
self did lead each of the above
in ettect to remake themselves.
The second aspect' the thing
(s) from which one is freed. In
common music practice, the immediate answer would be chords,
scales, tonal relationships, progressions, melodies per se, patterns, note values etc. The real
thing from which the above seek
to be tree is a particular value
scheme: of reality, of being of
existence. The white Euro-Am.
The third aspect; the nature
of that which we are freed to do

or to be; that is, the character
of our new and liberated reality
and its development, once free
from the Euro-Am reality. We
are free to, become as our liberated souls dictate.
The political- phliosophlcal creative growthofEl- Malik,John
Coltrane, Cecil Taylor etc... ls
a narration of a quest for liberation and freedom; though incomplete, the commitment of each to
freedom is uncoi4ditional, unqualified , and total.
Liberation and freedom cannot
be conditional or qualified. It ls
or 1t ls not. And men and women
who commit themselves to the
realization of liberation and freedom commit themselves unconditional! y, without qualltication,
and totally.
In summation: We mustbefree
of Euro-Am, To Be.
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This weekend also marks the
re-opening of "Ornette," a play
written by Clay Goss, Howard's
Playwright-in-Residence. Another play, "Strawman", byT.C.
Cooper, will also be presented,
in what has been described as an
"actor-director workshop." The
performances will take place tonight through Swiday at 8:30 p, m.
More Howard talent will be displayed tomorrow night, for the
benefit of Pride, Inc., in the form
of Do:iald Byrd and the Howard
Jazz Band, along with comedlan
Dick Gregory. This show will
begin at 7:00 p.m.r in Catholic
University Gymnasium, 7th and
M~chigan Ave. N.E. Admission
'is $3.00.
Several motion pictures in the
area may be worth checking out.
For example, "Z," the story ot
the facist regime in Greece, and
attempts by the people to defy
it, is not only an exciting film,
but an urgent political statement.
"Z" ls presently playing at Cerberus 3 at 3040 M st. N. w.
in Georgetown.
Two other worthwhile movies
are currently playing a double
run at the Booker T on U St.:
" A. I( A. Casstus" Clay, starring none other than the champ
himself. and "In the Heat of the

Night" with Sidney Poitier.
"A. K. A. " is particularly interesting now that Muhammad
All ls back in the ring doin'
his thing, consistently. And although Poltler had become a
tired character (probably from
doing all those super-nigger
flicks) "In the Heat of the Night"
caught him before he ebbed too
low.
"Joe," a film about various
elements in American society
and how they act vis-a-vis each
other ls currently being shown
at the Dupont, 1332 Conn. Ave.
N.W., while downtown at the
Warner. and at the Lincoln on
U St. A!rlcanus Sexualls ls playing. It purportedly educates the
audience to the sexual freedoms
of African cultures.

'

Howard alumnus, Roberta
Flack, wiU perform this week in
a ben•: fit concert for Pride.

Gilbert Neal lecture
On December 17, 1970 at Sp. m., in the Ira Aldridge Theatre,
the Graduate Student Council will
present Dr. Robert s . Browne,
Director of the Black Economic
Research Center, in a lecture
entitled "Problems of the United
States Foreign Polley in Southern
Asia." Dr. Browne will be the
fourth speaker 1n the Gilbert Neal

Lecture
Series for ~970-71.
The paoel discussion following
the main speaker will include Dr.
Chia-You Chen, Lecturer in Pol- ·
ltical Science at Howard University; Mr. Frank Smith, Resident
Fellow of the Instltutte of Polley
Studies in Washington, D.C.; and
Dr. Vincent R. McDonald, Assistant professor of Economics at
Howard University.

AHSA sets up ·

I

Brothers and sisters who attended last year's African Heritage Studies Conference (May
1-3) and African People interested in the preservation, interpretation and academic presentation
of the historical and cultural
heritage of African people at
home and abroad should take note
that the A. H.S. A. is planning to
set up National Headquarters
right here at Howard University.
Brother Chike Onwachi ls
chairman of the board of AHSA
and also head of the Department
of African Studies ls looking for
Black people to help coordinate
efforts toward this end.
Membership in AHSA is $5.00
a year for students and ls open
to people of AFRICAN* DESCENT
ONLY (*We define all Black
people everywhere in the world
as Africans) Make checks payable to:
JOHN HENRIK CLARKE
AHSA President
223 West 137th Street
New "tork, N.Y. 10030
For further information see Brother Onwachl or call Brother Nairobi Njamma at (202) 232-7196.

•

Nurses
\

er

j
I

••

University Hospital
Boston University School of Medicine
Boston University School of Graduate Dentistry
Housman Medical Research Building
Medicenter
A stimulating career awaits you hereat the center of what is happening in medicine .

•

Two Top-Name Oriainal ouarter11es

'

Mind-bending speculative fiction
by award-winning s-f authors.

____

....,

••

(66-480, $1 .25)

.,

MJUSUt:l9

_,....._.

•ICM&n &OMa

__.
·----ICIC
--.....---·------..

UNIVERSITY HOSPITAL

JA(KMWf . .

---.

....._
,_ .._
le

750 Harrison

Avenue.

Bo~ton .

•

M.iss.ichuseth

f,...,,.

I ti

..,

•

OOTIONIA-

,..•..•..............•.......................................•••••.....
"

UNIVf~RSITY

•

f

A Member of the
Boston' University
Medical Center

HOSPIT Al,

Personnel Department. University Hospital
750 Harrison Ave .. Boston, Mass. 02118
Please tell me more about Boston and nursing ca reers at \Jn1vers1ty Hospital
Name ______________________________

A new-style radical review

featuring the foremost writers
of the New lefl. (66·455, $1.25)

~------------

:

PAPERBACK LIBRARY

••
••
:

AVAILABLE WHEREVER PAPERBACKS ARE SOLD

Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

An Equal Opportun ity Employer

1

:

'·······································································

or write Depl. C, Paperback library,
315 Pork Avenue South, New York, N .Y. 10010.
•
Enclose 10¢ per copy for mailing and handling.

•

•

•
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Cagers open with two winl, new fans an·d••• a·&and
By Millard Arnold

•

With the clamour and excitement of Howard's football and
soccer team behind them, the Bison have opened the 1970 basketball season with two victories at
home, but have not been as fortunate on the road, losing twice,
84 - 80 to 1\-Iount St. ~Iary ' s and
92- 85 to defending conference
champion, Winston Salem State
in a benefit game in New York
City.
In between the two loses, Howard edged Monmouth College
99- 88 in overtime, and ran away
=rom North Carolina Central 8972. The Bison played Wednesday
and Thursday against St. Paul's
and Virginia State, and will be
home
tomorrow against St.
Paul's.
Howard came close against
l\>1ount St. Mary's before losing
in the final minutes of the game.
Against ~onmouth it looked as if
the same thing was going to
happen, but Larry Eato, Bob
Lewis and Warren Hollins keyed
a late Bison drive that saw Howard erase a seven point deficit
with less than two minutes remaining to tie t he game at 80. 80 at the end of r egulation time.
In the overtime period, Howard
fired in five quick points and ran
off with the game as Eato led
all scores with 27 points Frank
Spells had 18 and Larry Jiggetts
16.
Against North Carolina Central
Howard responded to the band and
cheers of over 3 000 fans by

•

'

,•
•

A Basketball cavalcade as four Bison stars shoot for two. From left, Frank Spells, C;ilvin Shingle~ ~arry Jiggetts and Egidio MeUo .~
1

hitting 17 straight points during
one s tretch as the Bison had little
trouble breezing to their second
victory.
Jiggetts with 19 points led
all scores, while Calvin Shingler
and Spells with 12 each were next.
In New York, Howar d ran into

Photos by
Linda Lou.

foul trouble late in the second
half as three Bison foul ed out.
But until they did, the Bison
were close and even led at half,
44-40. Howard had five men in
double figures again, led by Jiggetts, as usual with 18,

--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-

Warren Hollins All-American guard
keys the Bison running offense
By Paddy Sigmon

A fast dribble down the floor,
a shaft) fake, a leap in the air
.lllother fake and push-Two Points
is the style of Howard's newest
guard, Warren Hollins.
\Varren who stands 5-foot-11
and weights 175 is a na,tive of
Wichita, Kansas. He is a freshman majoring in Sociology. He
came to Howard declining 25
offers from such a noted schools
as Ohio State, Univ . of North
Carolina and Oregon State. Warren states, · I started not to con1e
to Howard b~cause of its basketball record, but at the last minute
I cal led coach ~1arshall Emery

and said I was corning, even
though I wasn't registered as a
Howard student.
Warren comes to us with a very
exciting record; in his junior year
of high school he made All City
and All Stale; in his senior year
he again madP All City and All
State plus All American, a draft
of the best 20 in · the nation.
On coming to Howard Warren
states, " I wanted to be part of a
Black school and a Black team.
I
had to adjust to Em.~ry's
system but I Uke his running
game.: ' At pre~ent Warren, the

Roadrunner , is playing the game
and making the shots.
Warren states, " We should
have won that first game against
~Iount St. ~1ary ' s, but I feel the
team wasn't used to each other.
At present I feel relaxed and can
concent rate on the game more."
Su nd a y
at
the benefit
game_ between Howard and
\Vinston - Salem State Warren
flipped in 18 points; with his style
of handling the Dall and his keen
ability to guard, Warren and the
Bisons should have a very pro1nising year.

•

the Choo-Choo that ,almost railroaded ,
Howard to the·
NCAA
soccer
semifinals
-By Lrn<.!a Lou

If anyone asked who was one

of the hardest playing men on
this year's soccer team, Alvin
Henderson would surely be mentioned, But, as he sat in his
dorin room 1 laughing over a letter
from his girlfriend, it would be
hard to imagine him as being the
sanlt1 person w~o scored a majority of the squad's goals this
year.
Henderson, a fr eshman, com-:'s
fro :n Saint Joseph, Trinid1d. Now
5-7 and weighing 140 pounds,
he has been playing soccer ever
since he learned to walk.
"In Trinidad, we start playing soccer early like little American boys play football," he explained, "I don't think that Americans can ever play soccer as
well as foreigners unless they
start at a very young age. "
Alvin, or "Choo- Choo," as
he is called in Trinidad, was
named soccer player of the year
twice at Saint Mz.ry's College
where he attended high school.
He was also a center forw ard
on the Trinidad Under- Nineteen
Team and a reserve player on
the All-National Team. Alvin decided to come to Howard when
he was recommended to Coach
Ted Chambers by Ass't Coach
Lincoln Phillips and several
coaches in Trinidad.
Henderson, who allegedly was
in the scuffle that led to riot

--

at the Howard-Textile game,
didn't feel that officials were
being very fair toward the
Booter s .
"Personally, I felt that it was
all the officials' faults," he said,
"They allowed the Howard
players to i et kicked up a lot.
we started to retaliate later."
By retaliate, Alvin means that
after getting kicked do·1,i.1 ~very
time he ~ot the ball, he decided
tc take a swing at the player
who knocked him down for the
fourth time.
"But the real fight started
when three Textile players on
the bench started coming at me
and the Howard supporters ln
the stands cill!. . out to defend
me,''
Despite all the scuffling, Alvin
managed to escape with no serious injuries. However, he was

hurt earlier in the s eason in
the game against Davis and Elkins
University, A .'.:Ollision with an
Elkins defender resulted in a
severel y sprained ankle.
Alvin played exceedingly well
in the matches with Lincoln University and M1ryland University, assisting and being assisted
by Keith Aqui, his rival for the
top scoring position. Henderson
and Aqui made a · scoring duo
that was hard to match.
Asked how he felt about the
defeat in the NCAA semifinals,
Alvin merely stated that the game
could have gone to anyone as,
in his opinion, the teams were
about equal in strength, However, he feels that the Howard
team didn't play as well as it
could have.
"Mr,ybe we were a little tired
after the two big games earlier
in t he week and from all the
traveling," he reasoned.
Although he'd like to major
in chemistry, Alvin has no real
plans for the future. One o! his
major interests in the present,
however, ls the cheerleaders.
He thinks that they are beneficial in boosting the team's
moral.
" When I first came up here,
I never thought that some wild,
screaming girls on the sidelines
would be such a necessary part
of the game," he said smiling mischievlously.

'

Interview Date.t
DECEMBER 16, 1970

Dept·.of Tr11sportati1n
Bureau of Personnel / Harrisburg, Pa. 17120
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
•
•
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'
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They were slowly filing out
of Baltimore's Civic Center following Muhammad All's 15th
round knockout of Argentina's

.
~'

...

•
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Oscar Bonavena. It wasn't an ex._
citing crowd; they were more
stunned. People who had witness
a miraculous ending to a near
disaster,
"He don't fight so good no
more," one fan ·said. He might
have summed up everything that
had to be said about All's second step in quest to regain
his stripped heavyweight title,
now held by Joe Frazier.
It might have said everything,
yet it's hard to tell. Was Ali
trying to prove that he could go
15 rounds, take a hard shot to
the face and still win? Or was
Bonavena so awkard that the
clever All could never get untracked? Had he lost the blazing
speed and quickness that characterized the All of three and a half
years ago?
The puzzle begins when Ali's
first return to action is contras-

ted with the Bonavena fight •
Against Jerry Quarry a little less
than a month ago, Ali was the
All of old, Fast, quick, and dangerous. That's the way the bout
ended, very fast, very quickly
and very dangerously, as All
opened a wicked three inch gash
over Quarry's left eye midway
the third round. Ali was awarded a TKO.
But against Bonavena, All just
wasn't the same. He never displayed the footwork and hand
speed that had made him a living
work of art. Whether or not that
was by design, only All knows
the answe'r.
·
Some guesses can be made.
Ali was fighting in New York's
Madison Square Garden for the
first time in four years. He wanted to give his fans a show, and
he wanted to humiliate Bonavena.
So for the first four rounds he

Game-by-game football summary
of 1'oward's best season since 1964
By Jim Cope

t

t

I
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Here is the game- by-game
summary of the Bison's 1970
football season, their best in
six years.
Sept. 19. at Maryland (Princess
Anne) - Howard's surprising defense throttled the mighty Hawks'
attack by intercepting four passes
and recovering three fumbles.
Quarterback Norm Brown and
freshman fullbac~ Warren Cra,<1dock sparked the offense as the
Bison coasted to a 12-0 victory.
Sept. 26. Virginia Union - The
Bison put a crimp in the the
visiting . Panthers' CIAA title
hopes with a shocking 43-7 upset. The defense shined again
with four fumble recoveries and
seven (!) interceptions, one of
which Ron Mabra returned 42
yards for a touchdown •
-[Jct. 3. at Virginia State Going into the game Howard had
defeated State only once in the
last 37 years, and 1970 proved
to b'e no different as the Trojans ambled off the field with a
20-0 victory. The sputtertngplay
of the offense heralded the end
of a fledgling two-game win
streak,
Oct. 10. Delaware State - The
Bison threatened to throw their
season into the reservoir and
Delaware threatened to run them
off the field as the visiting
Hornets stung the Bison, 20-0.
Delaware was only extending its
mastery over Howard, having won
10 of the last 11 games, and
blanking the Bison for the seventh
time.
Oct. 17. at West Virginia State
- The Bison snapped out of their
doldrums with a 2(}-13 comefrom-behind victory to spoil the
Mountaineers' Homecoming. A
new Bison star was unveiled as
halfback Herb Thompson socred
two touchdowns while rushing
for 167 yards, the most yar.dage by a Bison back in seven
years.
Oct, 24. Fisk (Homecoming) The Bison lured' the unfortunate
Bulldogs into RFK Stadium and
pulled off a second-half scoring
surge to trounce the visitors from
Nashville, Tennessee, 24-7. The
consistent, ball-controlling play
of the offense was almost as
responsible for the win as were
the 255 yards in penalties
marched off against the •Fiskles.
Oct. 31. at Hampton - Slgnalcaller Tlllm~ Sease,· son of Howard's coach, sparked the
Pirates' two' touchdown drives,
but they were hardly enough as
the Bison marred hapless Hampton's Homecoming with a 4114 rout. The win assured Howard
its first winning season in five
years.
Nov. 7. Livingstone - The Blue
Bears marched up and down How~rd' s field but couldn't manage
a score as the newly-confident
Bison posted a 17-0 victory.
Craddock rushed for 102 yards
in one half of play and Ronald
Bell showed off a gifted foot
by kicking two extra-points and

.

a 22-yard field goal,
Nov. 14. at Morehouse - The
Bison traveled down to Atlanta,
Georgia, where they staged a
glittering finish to a fine campaign with a 20-14 victory over
the strong Tigers' squad before

a Homecoming crowd of 15,000
fans. Freshman Willie Harrell 's ·
94-yard touchdown run highlighted a 357-yard rushing attack which promises to give the
Bison's supporters something to
look forward to next season.

BY MILLARD ARNOLD

dld things he shouldn't have.
In the first round he barely
punched. The second round he Just
stood around. In the third, he
dropped his hands to his sides
and invited Bonavena to try and
hit him. In the fourth he mimiced
Bonavena b,y locking heads with
him and pretending that he was
a bull, Bonavena's nickname.
Never once did he go on the
offense, and in the fifth round,
Bonavena
tagged him wi~h a
roundhouse left hook that almost
ended the fight. Ali was badly
shaken, · but gained a new respect for his burly opponent.
Still, he thought he couldknock
Bonavena out in the ninth, the
round that he had predicted. He
came close too, staggering the
Argentinian with his best combinations of the fight. Bonavena,
in . trouble, threw a desperate
left hook and caught Ali flush
on the side of the face. Now Ali
was in trouble and backed off.
Although dazed, Ali's marvelous
conditioning and ring expertise
carried him out of the round
safely,
From that point until the last
minutes of the 15th round, it
looked as if Ali was doing just
enough to stay ahead on points
and to get out of the ring without
getting hurt.
And Bonavena was doingdamge, At fight's end, Alt was bniJ.sed
for the first time in his life.

His face was puffy, and his lip
had been cut on the inside. He
told members of the press that
"He was no longer pretty."
But in the 15th, Ali .showed
why he was a chanipton. Tired,
weary, hit more than he had
ever been in his career, Alt
suddenly unloaded with a classic
left hook that wobbled Bonavena•s
legs, and sent him sprawling on
his back.
·
"'
Bonavena
got up, but he
shoUldn't have. Alt caught him
again with a right-left com. binatton , and Bonavena was down,
He got up, but All crushed him
again.
·
The question is now, how much
of this did Alt put on? Fifteen
rounds he fought, getting, tired
and getting hit. And then when
people thought that there was no
more fire in him, he unloaded
knocking Bonavena out for the
first. time in the ATgentinian's
life.
Ali's victory ndW sets the stage
for Sm~ey Joe Frazier. Alt was
battered by the crude and plodding Bonavena. Frazier is quick
if not fast, explosive, and issues
so much punishment that few last
long with him. He is the allUme leader in knockout percentages per fight. All is second.
But Frazier h~ also been hit.
Bonavena put him on his back
twice and others have shown that
he can be tagged. All proved he
can hit, ask Bonavena. Or if ~ou
prefer, wait until sometime in
Februiry and then ask Joe Frazier: ,
·

•

Everyone's heard the story .·
about the farmer and
the salesman ...
· · - -

And how at the end of a maze of directions
on how to get somewhere the farmer adds,
"You can't miss it!" But almost invariably

r'.

~f ~-··-··'*

•

Selvin Ashley, B.S. Chemical Engineering., 1969, New York University.
Member of process engineering group
at Hercules Parlin, New Jersey planf.
Selvin' s specialty concerns process
optimization.

he does.

An obvious fact of life emphasized by ·
this situation is the difference in awarec1arence Martin, B.A. Chemistry,
neSS Of people in SUrrOUndings familiar
1968, Hampton Institute. Clarence
was initially an analytical chemist.
to them and those to whom the same
He has recently joined the Polymers
'
Technical Center where he works on
surroundings
are
new.
For
instance,
new applications for our plastic
•
products.
people in industry vs. a new college grad.
Virtually everyone in the chemical industry
has heard of Hercules. We make over 1,000
products for more than 10,000 customers
and it's probable that right now you're
surrounded by objects containing Hercules
chemicals, resins or plastics. We have 41
~ plants in the U.S. and almost as many
1broad employing over 22,700 people. Our
Don Thomas, right, B.S. Accounting,
1969 sales volume totalled $746 million,
1966, Delaware State College. Supervlsor,
Statistical Division, Synthetics Deputting us in the top 10 U.S. chemical
partment. Supervises work flow within
his group. Responsible for inventory of
companies. One would think that "you
materials and supplies. project sumt
maries. etc.. on a nationwide basis.
'
couldn't miss noticing us" in your search
for a career.
'
But being reminded of the farmer and
the salesman, we thought we'd call your
•
attention to the opportunities we can
Rick McGriff, Ph.D Chemistry,
•
1967, University of Wisconsin
offer to ambitious young men and
Research Chemist at the Research Center. Currently develwomen with a college degtee.
oping new wet-strength resins

l

'

l

for non-paper applications.

•
I

•

•

.,

Waverly McWhite, B.S. Engineering, 1963, Hampton Institute. Cost
Engineer since 1965. Gathers and
evaluates engineering, construction and other cost data to predict ultimate project cost.

HERCULES
We will be on campus Dec. 15. Check with your placement office to see what openings are .a vailable.
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*WHAT DO YOU THINK OF HOWARD STUDENTS???

I

..

....

•

Brenda

l ·'ra::.ier.

..:.

Dr. Elton Price, Chemistry
They \Vant to be more
active, com1nunity ivise, but
as \Vith Black students other
places the desire to learn is
not as it should be. Stronger
e111phasis by both student
and faculty should be
instituted to get the student
to want to learn . •

Dr. Flemmie P.. Kittrell,
Chairman Home Economics
Dept. ·
I think they· are very
friendly are courteous.
They are af\vays willing to
help me.

Ronuince

languages
1;xiste111ially Howard
students are still becoming
b e c o 111 i n g 111 ore
questioning, rhore beautiful
a 11 d 111 o r e u n i q u e I y
self-direcl ed.

f

•

Col. Williams, Army
R.O.T.C.
The Howard stude~
the most expressiveJkroup
of people that I 've had
rhe opportunity to be
around. Each day has been
a learning experience.

•

Mr. Hugh Lunan, Pharmacy
Being Black, . the
1najority of the1n speak for
the Black population of this
country.

.'

,

.

'

.

..
.,

,-

•
IP'

' !-i·a11/.. S111i1h. Art
lfo\\'a rd stilde111:,

f

l<u /.,

diH·r1>/i11e and co111111i u11 e11i
•

~

.

Pro/ iV/ichae!
Engin<!ering

r"ne.1·

\

Pa11garka1-.

are 111ore
industrious than others
frorn an underprivilidged
background and he
produces more work than
others in the society.
Therefore. they should have
mo r e suppo rt than
priviledged students.

-

•

•

'

••

Jennifer Jordan, Black
Literature
If I could grade them on
their ability as con artists
and their lack of desire for
real knowledge, they all
would get A's.

•
4

